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'!" I ~,; 
The theor·y of continuous transformation groups 
was developed by Sophus Lie, from whom the theory 
,. 
has since derived its name. At the present time this 
theory has penetrated into other branches of mathematics, 
esp·ecially the fields of topology and algebra l 2 J *. 
The original theory· found its roots in the- field of 
differential. equations, where Lie studied_ the prob·l:_ent 
of invariance under groups of transformations. H-i.s 
. ··. - .. 
-'4 
. . . 
··investigations led him to both existence proofs and 
) .. ,,, 
I \ 
constructions of solutions of certain types of differential 
equations. 
. 
The origir,ial work, written in the German, is 
_),., 
entitled "Vorlesungen Uber Differentialgleichungen 
mit Bekannten Infinitesimalen Transformation". These 
,.. 
lectures were. edited and publish~d by Dr. Georg Scheffers 
in the year 1891 [ 4 J. lMore recently;-- an English. __ · 
versi·on of Lie '.s theory of one parameter groups including 
applications to the ~olution of suc-h differential -
"' 
equations was writ;en by Abraham Cohen [ 1]. This book 
* See bibliography [ ]. 
0 
,,. 
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was the primary source of material for this thesi~s. 
.. In order to. include more of the theory of Lie 
;' . 
I groups, examples illustrating the theor·y are omitted 
+.!om this thesis. Chapter 1 is a development of the. 
g~neral theory of one parameter Lie group~. This 
· th~ory is u~ed throughout chapte~s 2, 3, and 4 in 
considering first and s-~cond order differential equations 
and linear partial differential equations. The final 
chapter, chapter 5, is a continued study of the second 
o~der differential equation with special reference 
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... 'I.1IE LIE. T~ORY _,,: 
1 
_§1. Definition: A set of transformations o.f t:he form 
' 
{ 
xl = ~~, y' a) ' . . . . . . I 
, __ -··--·-·- ---=-=·-·· - - ---··- - - . - -- --- - - ·------ .... ---- y-1· .. ·-=---,{i',y-,-aj-::,-·· ·--··· -··----·-- -··--;--··---~~--.--.,-.. ----:-·-~-·-;-:-·-~.,.--·---'--'~--:·~--"·-· -·---~---~-'"---·~--"=--..:-:.c_._.c·.---=--·------···-·-··--····· ___ I 
(1)· 
I 
where a is a parameter arid <j~ ~ are continuous I · ... .... I 
. i 
., 
functions of a, :---constitutes a group if the repeated 
operation of any two members of the set of 
transformations is again a :transformation of the set. 
~ 
This means t~at there exists a number c such that 
for any a and b, 
J. x1 :!(x,y,a) 




x2 = <j(x,y,b) 
Yz ~ ~(x.,y,b) 
imply 
. . 
where c is a function of a apd b only. 
. . . 
,--() 
{ x2: {~~,y,c) 
Yz , ~(x.,y,c) 
Definition: A Lie group is a group of transformations 
each of which has an inverse in the group. 
-
Consequently., if a -set of trans;fo_rmations is a Lie 
group, equations (1). can be solved for x and y, and .. · 
' 




.... ,; '. ~ ;. . . 
.. 
. _ . ·{·· x = <j(x1 ,y1,i) 
· ., ·· •... •. . ·-· y :··l(Xi;y]_;'a), . · .. ,'.-.:..':::.... :" ..• · .......... ,... ... ·::·~~~--~ ··::·--·:~'.'"".:~.::...._1 :"':-';·';"'~·· ·:-··-'.·7·- ··-··-" ,_, __ ,. .... ,i,, ·-· 
-where a is a function of a. 
inverse transformations results in the identity 
transformation, this transformat,ion is always a 
- -. -'; • .. 1:t-1 . 
. . .. 
- ., ··-·, -- , ~ .· , . ;· -.·, •, "• . ·. • • . . ,- , ':· ' ·. • ··-· -•- • --- - ·-·•_ ,·;•_ ·-··r--"---:---·-•-~ - •- • .... c::.:·-.. . , ~ .· " ... •·: .. : '" . . :·1: .. 
. ~ 
L 
i . .> 
, ..
. \ 
• .. '. ;._..- -· -
r, 
-- - .. --,-- - .......... _ ... . ·-
' •: ,rt,{ ·:.r/,: ,~.~""'I\·~•• H.;...,.,~,c.a,,._,,,.,.,.._. ,__.,_,~, _.,,. ..... ,.,,, ..... ,,..,.~··• .•. ,,.,~-· ... ,. ··•- .. ,....._._,_ .. ,, ,- ..,.:·.,., .. _,.,-,..._ ...... •. ·-·••··"' ., • 0 ' ••••- .. - ,._,__ . 
~-- :: 
-4-
member of a Lie group. The existence of the- identity 
transfo'rmatio11· .. ·means that there · is, a number a0 such that 
{
:Kl= ji(x,y,~o) 
Yi= ,(x,y,a0 ) 
Remembering that ff and~ 
= y. 
are.continuous functions 
Y.' .,._ • .: '-
··------·····"••----·--···---~..,..- .. ···~-- ···-·--·-·····
·-·--.. ~-· ------ ..... ·-
---·· '•- . '·-. ' . 
. ....... - ~-~---·--
- --- ·- ·---····--··---
, -· __ ,: ;;:.:. ________ •:•;-4·-'· ---- "'"---~ 
of a parameter a, we have the following 
Definition: Fix x and yin (1). The curve generated 
as a varies continuously ___ starting from a 0 is called ,,_, 
the path-curve' of the group. 
T_he- parametric equatiotfs · obtained by fixing x, y 
.1 ~represent the~·path-curve through the point (x,y) • 
. --· 
... _;Thus the rectangular equation of. the path-c·urve· 
corresponding to any point (x,y) can be obtained 
by eliminating a from the equations (l)o 
. v' J;" .• ,'\', 
§'2. Definition: A transformation which produces an 
infin~t.esimal change in the variables x and y ,.is 
called an infinitesimal transformation. 
The transformation ·...:. 
{ xl - (/(x,y, a 0 +5a) -
. - ... 
Y1 W {x, y, a 0 +6a) -
where ji, ~' a 0 are defined before and_§a is. an 
infini·tesimal., is an infinitesimal transformation. 
It is possible to show that every group considered 
in this theory has one and' only one infinitesimal 
. ---.•····~---.,---. ,,.._ : ......... ' _,,,.~- ·.!.-.--'~-!.::.. ... - ; .• .: .. ,.~,J - .. ·-_,,:. ..• ·-·~ 
.. . 
' ';>. ',·.·-~· . • .. .. . :·: "''·-'•;, ~-· .. ·.,. •,',\,,.· ,.,. :·'··!'·'·'·"'·····.·-·-~;''"· .-,.,,.,,,,, ,., ..... -.,.,, ""·"'·•·'""" .-.. · .... 
,. 
. - ,.:._ 
, .. •:"'-1···1.- ......... ,, 
. . ,.;-·:'!. ' 
., 
.... .. - -- .• . ·--· -~ -· ---· :~ _,:...· .-;...... . . .' 
____ ...... .-- ........ ~ ......... __ . ___ ~. ::..,. .. ,·• -. . 
. . . - .. :· • ··.-"'-...-..' -~·"'!"'·-~u...:.~,r,., __ ;.,, . .:.,,,., ...... , ___ -. - ·~·• . .,· •... , ....... ;,!..~ 
• . .... _.' - . "' . " "' .... , .•. ·- '.' ·'<. • .,_ .. _ '"'. ... ~ , .• ' • • c., ... ,. •. -· .. ,. ':" ., .... 
q 
transformati'on. 
· Consider the transformation (1). . Expanding 
these functions in a Taylor series in powers of (a - a 0 )J 
we have 
~·~·· -··-·---·-Cc,.;,~---. --· -~-·· c-··- .. •- -*r ,: j-(x,y' ao) + t~} ~~~-- {a ~-ao}~+• •u . ·····. - .... - ... 
. . ·.:. 0 .. 
• -11 = ~(x,y,ao) + (daW·) (a - a ) + "'• • •• da a=a 0 
0 - .. ;. 
Since a
0 
is.fixed, we can write 
.. . . .,,, .... 
... 
: \l) a=a = \ .(x, y) 
0 





is the value· of the parameter 
r 
~----•-- ...... ... __ ... - . ~-: '~ 
. ·: . ! . -'·' . ··~ ··-· . 
·:-····::~.-.. ,.~ :~,_ .. -_ • .::.::._~-"I·• ""'"·"t ·-- ------- ...... __ 
:..:.: .... · 
corresponding to the identical transformation, ji(x,y,a0 ) = x 
-·-······ 4nd ~(oc,y,a0 ) = Y. Then with (a - a 0 ) = 5a, we have, 
.... , 
. . ....... - ... 
{ 
x - x1 = 6x = ; (~, y) 6a + •• • 
· Y - Yi = 6y = ~x,y)6a + • • •. 
1 . 
If ! and\ do not simultaneously vanish 
identically, the transformation 
(2) 
{ 
6x = ~ (x,y)5a 
6y = "\,(x,y)6a, 
.ob.ta.ined by .. di-scarding higher powers of 6a in ·the 
last two equatio?s is called the infinitesimal 
f 
,~ 
... ,." ......... "' ..... ".,,.,.., ... -.~·"··'·:·-··,·~~-.. _::,,.; ...... ,· "--··t:raFtsformation associated with (1). · We-nete that 
\. - o. V 
., 
' 
if k is a constant not,,equal to zerq, we may replace 
• I 
. . ... · 6a by k6a and the resulting transformation 
. ,,I 
... 
. ~-= -,.. ··.,~.;. ·~ · ..... ~ ~.: .... 








- ' }-...- - J 
..... ' .. .., . ~ .,._ 
6x ~. k '; (~,y)6a. 
/ .9, j,;: .-. - - ,;•_j' . 
. ~ 
6y. = k~(x,y)6a 
·i·s still an infinitesimal transformation. 
Let f (x,y) be an analytic function of ,;x: and .~y. 
·····- ----.-···"·-"'f·· ~-·--.----,. "·-·~·-·,•' .: .. ::~;..;._·_ :._ 
··rhen· i_f an inf.initesimal- ·t:r·ansformation· -maps··--x~ y tnto - ~·-.· ..... -~ ··"-· 
... ~ .. 
x1,y1, Where x 1 = x +'! 5a arid y 1 = y +\Ba, we 
have f (xl'yl) = f(x + ~ 5a, y +'\5a)~ 





, iin a Taylor series about a o· 
derivatives we have, 
f( ~(x,y,a ), ~(x,y,a)) = f(x,y) 0 0 
c)f oxl c)f ay l) l 






Hence we have, 
f (x,y) + (~ Of+ 'V\ df 
~ dX \,dY 
5a + • • • • 
Ther~fore, I ',. ' 
·... . . ... ·. 
. · f (xl'y:t) - f (x,y) = 5f = (! ¥x + \ ij) 5a + • • •. _i 
-~ ..... , ... .,t • • .... ~-. - . . .... - ..... :":"-: ,,,... -~- ..... •,,: ' ,. -·. .. 
•'fc ,' . 
. this notation the expansion becomes, 
6f = (Uf)5a + oo•• 
Since the infinitesimal transformation uniquely 
·- . . • ' .. • ... ·:: ..... '·•r, ... -,-..... -. 
-~ ·. , .. : 
:--1-...-· ..., ___ :_ •. ·;~-·r.··~..,..-· ·---~--· -------.:..-~~-~-----:-----· -~-.~·--·· ___ ;..:..~·--;-··-·-···-·~-.~~ .. ---·-· - --- ..:.....-, .... _. ..... ---·~-4- ~-·:·:· ---- -·-:--······__:. -·--····--·--·-···«--···----··--·· --··-····---·---------~--·-.. - . ..,------·----...,__....._..___~---- • _:_ '_,_: .-,.-· ---· - . --
--.. .. . - .... 
... 
' -~ ' - ' .,. 
·"-4: .. " .. · --····-· ....... 
.... "" .............. .. : ::.. 
defines Uf and conversely, we shall later refer to 
the l·iirtfinitesitnal tr-ans··forlrtation ~uf· _jf_ even -t-hough 
N ' 
Uf only represents this transformation. 
... - .... 
-7-
Previously, a0 denoted the value of the parameter 
that produced the identi·~y transformation. In the 
..... -··· '·-. ·---··--- --·--------·-----·-······-·-~·····---=-· .. ---·--···-··-·-·--·-··· .... 





--- -- -- ....... -----
---------~--- ----··--- --- --· _., ___ ;;.....>,;- .... :-· - •• -.-.• ------- --- --------future, we shall use the ~otation tin p)ace of a 
. i' 
when t = 0 is the value of the parameter which produces 
·- the .. identity. tr-ansformationCt ~ 
§3. Now we use the infinitesimal transformation to 
. ~, . . ~ .. . ,···.-- ... -:-~ : .--· . 
generate finite transformations of a one-parameter 
group. Consider ttte infinitesimal transformation 
f 6x = } 6t 
l 6y = '4\.6t 
repres,ented by Uf = l M + '~ -which maps (x., y) 
) .., ... 
. , 
I , 
into the neighboring point (x1,y1) = (x + ~ 6t, y + \. 6t). 
Repeated use of this transformation yields the path-
curve of the group. This path-curve is an integral 
i ' 
curve of the system of_differentiat equations 
., . 
where (x1,y1) is any point on the p~th-cur,v~ of the 
group ~p.d 1;ed4ces to (x, y) when t =· o.-' This system 
! 
of differential equations may be written 




-- ,- -,.---· .. ·- o;·- ·- ·-·- - ·--- -
l,n, •... 
.. 
. ·--.. '·• 
··-. ---·----·· -·-·-··· 









it Solving the first equation of (3), we get u(x1,y1) = c. 






__ ·---, _____________ aJ:e independent of t. To complete the solution of 
l .. -. ·-· (·;) ~ -i-~ -~s -~~cessa;y··~ ~~1 ve u(~
1
·:;{) '~ c £~~ -;ith;~-r --~----~--.-:-.,··-,-~;--:-,,-.;---·----- ....... _ 
__ !::.___~ ~· ... 
~ ,, ; .. 
If we solve for x1 and substitute in the _, .... ,.~ .. 





On integrating and substituting for c in terms of x1 
_,, and y1, we find v(xl'yl) - t = c. The condition 
x
1 
= x, y1 = y, t = 0 yields c = v(x,y). Hence 
'(4) u(x1,y1) = u(x,y) 
. v(x1,y1) = v(x,y) + t 
furnish the solutions of (3) and are thus equations 
of the path-curves •. We. observe that the set of trans-
formations (4) forms a Lie group for .ill t, Since 
clearly the group-is closed under successive 
·, / 
transformations,. -t t's the value_ of the_. p~rameter 
which produces the inverse" transformation- and t = O 
. . is the value which produces the identity transformation. 
Hence (4) is the group generated by the infinitesi.rnal 1-,,-.,, ' •.• 
t· 
( 
; "'1./,;:· .. .... ... 
I 1,, .. ~ 
,-~ 
' . . ... . . ·.. ,.- .·". 
·_· ....••.. ,·_:~'.(:;,~~·;,;~~;/:·}:;/f,',~s~·;:,,;~,;,Wftr2'.~Zf.1~;~~c·E:~~,;~:~'?,~~:~~~i:~;~~77~"'~'.-":j~~~:-~:.;;;~;.s:;;~:vfr~.-;,,,,,~,-;'.f11:c\\~:C,i1'~".~~~P~'~~~~\/l~lfi~j;rffi1:SPt~Yc·~ 
' transformation 6x = ~ (x,y)6t, 6y =,(x,y)6t. 
. . 
. Since the finite transformations of a group . 
are determined by its infinitesimal transformation, 
future references to the group whose infinitesimal 
"' 
-9-




,.~· '• ,. . 
'• ·,t 
"the group Uf. '' 
· We now in·tr-oduce -ano.ther me-t!}Q,d -f-or --findin-g .. - -~~·-· -·· , ., .. , .._ .......... . 
... .. ,.. .... ,e, 
the group from its infinitesimal transformation. 
Let f(~,y) be analytico Since f(x1,y1) depends on -t, 




To simplify the notation,
0
__,...let f (x,y) = f and :ft(xl'yl) = f 1• 
A-·1 ~ . axl dyl U f ~ ofl ~ldfl 
· so, ~ 1 = ' 'f\ 1 = , ·., 1 1 = ~ 1 + '-
at \ dt dx1 dy 1 · 
-
Thus ( "s 1) t=O = ~ ' ( '\1) t=O = "\_ an? (Ul fl) t=O= Uf 0 
this _rtqtation, the expansion is, 
f 1 = f + \~:l ) t=O t + ( ~2;1 t=O h + .. • • 
at 
With 
But . (df1/ dt) t=O = Uf and (621\/ dt2)= 0/at(U1 f 1) . 
= u1 (u1f 1). The last equation is justified by the 
f al-lowing .consi·deration. 
and 
•.· \; 
Ulfl = df1/at = dxl dfl + dyl dfl 
~ dx1 at ay1 
,. 
., 
; ',, . ··_.. ·,. ·,v , 
















We shall show that the last term of the preceeding 
equation is 
.... 
where'! 1 = d~l/at and '-1, = dyifet. HOWever, since 
the path-curve of the group through the point (x,y) 
is just the integral curve of the system of differential 
equations dxl/dt = '\ (xl'yl), dyl/dt = \,(x1(i1), 
. ' 
we see that~ 1 and '\.1 are functions ofx1 and y1 
· only. Since no t is involved in u1J 1; aU1 fl/at = o. 
' .· ' 2 
Therefore d/at(U1£1) = u1(u1f) = u1 fo Then · 
·( ~ 2£ . f 2£' '· h h. h d . f 11 
· ,, ~-z = UU = U • T e 1g er .. erivatives o ow . 
at t=O · 
similarly. Hence, 
(5) 
In particular, when f is x and y, the finite 
tr~nsformations of the group are 
tU .. U u2 2/ 2 , (6) x1 = e x ~x + xt + x~ • + 0 0 0 . 
_, ., · ·· - ·- · · -- . . ····-·····················. Yi :=. e;~y = y f Uyt -t: U2yt2 /2 ! 
... .
. 
I. • 'II!. 
+'-000 · 
.. t .. 
' 
.. ' . 
~ . . 
where Ux = '\ , Uy = '\_ are· kno~. • • 
. It is seen that (6) is a Lie group. This 





..~ ... ·.-~-·--·-· ...... · ,-·-~· .. ··&.•-·-----. 
. : ...... 
... 
. ' . 
.. · 
. 
--- ----·--· ·---·---·· 




gives a second method for finding the group from its 
infinitesimal trans_formation. 
- ?, ... - > 
§it. Definition: A function of the--vari-ables-x_,y~a-n_a_a~ ------~---·------------~-~~-~ 
le, 
parameter a is called invariant under a group if 
the function is left unchanged by every transformation 
of the group. 
Theorem· 1:· The function f (x, y) is invariant for ~ , 
all x,y,t under the group Uf if and only if Uf = o. 
v"-0' ' f .... , 
Proof: It has been shoWil previously ifi (5) that 
. . .· 2 2 
f (xl'yl) - f(x,y) = Uft + U ft / 2! + • • •. If 
Uf = , dfjox + ""\df/<)y = O, then £1=£ since 
tif = utoh = U(O) = 0 and Unf = Un-l(iif) = U(O) = O; 
Hence f is invariant. ·on the other hand, if f is 
invariant, f(x_,y) = f (x1,y1 ) for all t, t~at is, th_e 
~-
i 
right-hand siqe of the above expansion must be zero. 
This implies that the coefftcients' of tne expansion 
aret zero, in particular that Uf = 0. 
To se.e what kinds of functions are invariant 
r ·'-Q 
. "' ... , 
-
under the group Uf, we have to- solve the -partial-
differential equation Uf =? c)f/«}x + '«)fjdy = O. 
equations 






































. . . 
Since df.must vanis?, f = c1, _where c1 is a constant. 
. .. . _ ~ If ~u(Xy~') =~er fu.rriishes- a ~solution o·f ·the first 
" .J' ·I - .-, "i; -
eq~ation, the general solution of the partial 
' differential equation·uf = 0 is f = F(u), where F 
is an arbitrary function. The fact that the invariant 
t~ function f depends only on u implies .that an invariant 
· ,lfj function _must remain constant along a path-curve. · 
In other words., the l.evel curves. _of f are path-curves 
,- . 
of the group and conversely, the path-curves of the 
.. '. ( 
group are level curves off. 
If ! (x, y) and("\. (x, y) are si1'!ultaneously zero 
£or any point in the x,y plane, that point is fixed• · 
under every transformation. of the group. 
, Definition: Any fix~d poifit urlder· the infi~ttesimal ·,,.. • • .-' •• • ••• ,,,•••-•,''·•••'••••-••••,. • .,O,,.e••""'" .. °,~~•-·• ,,.,, .. '""'.··,•'"•'••·'••'·••,;.. .. ,·-,.tf-•'_'_i•••••,,,w,.,,,,.-.,-..'.''' ''',, •.- L-'•'_-'••<,,,~-.-~._;,,, 
.--••.,••-•.'°"' '4w" 
trans£ orrnation Uf = 3, clf /«)x + "\, «lf /«)y is called 
an invariant point under the group. 
Since a path-curve is an invariant curve of a 
groul?, its equation i·s al.so· inva~i~nt.. The conditions 
for inva~riance of an equa~ion is' giv_e_n ·_in. the· 
"l.• • ' 
. • • k-
Theorem 2: If f(xJy) has ~o repeated factorsJ 
... -the equation f(xJ3) = 0 is . 4Pv"ariant under the 
group Uf if and only if Uf = 0 for all values 
of x,y such that f(x,y) = 0. 
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Then by definition of invariance, if f(x,y) = 0 for 
-some values bf x and. y, £ (x1 , y-1). = 0 for x1 and y1 · 
which are image·s of x ·and y. But if f(x,y) and f(x1 ,y1) 
both- vanish, it is necessary that Uf = 0 in order 
that (5) should be satisfied. We have thus proved 
that Uf = 0 is_ a necessary cond11tion that f (x·, y)'t~= O 0 -" 
To prove .. the converse, suppose tmat 
... ·Uf ~ O.. Sin.ce Uf :~. 0 .wh.enever f.(x.,.y) === .0., Uf co.ntains 
f(x,y) · as a factor if it is· assumed that f(x,y) contains 
. -: ' . ,x. 
', 
no repeated factors. This restriction on f means 
that both ~fjdx and af/«)y cannot ·be zero-simultaneously 
-~----------~----·. -- ....... - - - . _ ........ -~-~---~-~ .. -~-- ··-- .. ..._. ...... · .. ____ - - - ----- ---~-
•. 
.,. ... . . - ;~ ~ - .... .: 
.~ 
when f = O. Fac·toring f, we have Uf = m(x,y)f (x,y) 
'~/ 2 
and u. f = UUf = U(mf) = xt(mf)x + yt(mf)y 
. . 0. . . ,,,.. 
= xt(mxf + mfx) + yt(myf +·mfy) 
~ 
= (xtmx + ytmy)f + m(xtfx + ytfy) = fUru + mUf 
= f Um+ m2f. Hence u2f also contains f(x,y) as a 
l 
factor. Similarly, every coefficient of (5) does 
since if Unf = e(x,y)f(x,y), un+lf = UU0 f = (Ue + em)f. 
-· .;, .. _Sinc.e f is _contained as facotrs of all the te·rms 
~ - U-
-. ,,_ , , .,. ·· · · ': · ·,SJ£ -(5), · · Uf ;;: . 0 _· when f = 0 is also sufficient 
- -~ . .. . ·, . .. .. .. . ... . ... . . .. .. .. . ' . . . f:i.·. . ., . .. . . ' . . 




' --, ___ ! ... ~: -~~'~ . 
. ~ 
~ 1r ll j 




case of invariant points which make up an· invariant 
curve is. exclud~d from .. this discussion. This completes 
.the proof. of the theorem. 
ij . .. . ............ ____ .... ... 7:.. .. _.,' ···--- - .... ····- .. 
I:. 
.,.,· ... ' 
''· 
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In conrra:·st~"t-o=-4nc-=--invariant. function, which 
i$;' ' ' 
' . 
~ is 1,eft unaltered by every transformation 
a family of curves is said 
the following property. 





of the group, 
if it has 
family of 





by every transformation of the group. '" ••• -•o< •• ~ ,.. < •O' ~- ,.s.-o•• N·"••' <U •• ''"~-: "·-.-:~· '"'-•:• :·: ','"• • '••:•- ,-,~,---- ••. ·.:·: •'<' •,o • ,•, ' ••• ,o•. -. • '•• < • • • •. ,A~'L ,-. ,,•. • '• '-: ,' ,•• ·~ ".: ,;;••, ,'. ,-., ••• .• O", • ••-•• •: : • O· • • .-, 
..... ,. 
:{ 






. . , . :. ... ___ ,,,".,:. 
.,,., __ ._.~ \'-- We sha1 l con-si.der h·ere only a single-· iiif.iriity ·-.......... ____ . 
. of curves, .that is,---·-cur·ves--~whose ·equations involve 
·. -.·. ·- -- -···- ··-
_. -only one Fp.arameter or arbitrary cons.tant. Therefore, 
if f(x,y) = c is an invariant family of curves, 
I f(x1,y1) = £( ~(x,y,t), ~(x,j,t}) = m(x,y,t) ~ c 
is the same family of curves for every value of t .. ,: 
l 
where c and c are arbitrary constants. 
., 
. B' 
Now a first order··,-·arr·f·er·entia.1 equati_on determines 
a single infinity of curves, and if f(x,y) = c and 
. 
m(x,y,t) = c' are the same family, th~y must be 
, 
.,. 
solutions of the same differential e·qua·ti.6n •.. Hence 
-they must be relat~d by :m =. F(f). By (5), 
f(x1,y1) ~ f(x,y) + Uft.+ u2£t2/ 2! + •·•• Now f(x1,y1) 
will be~ function of f(xJy) for all t only if 
Uf = F(f). If this is the case, u2£ = UUf = U( F(f}) 
= xt( F(f) )x+ yt( F(f)) = xt(<lF «lf) + Yrt (_c)F «3£\ 
Y \ ar ax , L \M ay J 
.. "I 
. '!. ~ 
. --- - . .... - . - - ... ' . - ~ . ' - . . ... . . . ' ·_ --
f''' . 1 · 
l •I I 



























I , " 
~- ,:~ ·- -· .. 
'J 
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(Uf) = ~/df { F(f) · ) F(f). 
., , This shows that·-Uf'. is a function of f. Similarly 
all eoefficients in (5) are functions off; 
Unf = c/>f' un+lf == UUnf = Uc/>~f}. = ~:{f) F(f). 
' . 
Hence·we have the 
for if 






. - ~ .~ ... ' . . . . . ' . . 



















• •• • • • -· 4 , ••• , 
I_: . 
, , . ,. . 
A method for finding the general form of all 
-{:, 
invariant families of curves under a given group 
. . 
Uf will be considered later. If w&- exclude che family~~ 
of path-curves, since they have already been discussed, 
the general form of all such families of curves must 
satisfy the conditi·on Uf = F(f). The function F 
is completely arbitrary. Let us write cf>( f(x,y)) = c•,· 
where c/>(£) is analytic. Since Uf = F(f), 
U( c/>(f)) = xt( c/>(f) )x + Yt( c/>(f) )y 
t ... !, \ • 
= xt ~ !t M + y t \ !: ~ 
;;. a</> { a£ . xt ·+ af y ) ~"/ 
= ~ \ax dy c t ,L 
.. I 
: .·: 
. . :. ·-· ;. ..• ~ "... ' .; .. - ' - . . .: . . . . ., ,, . . 
I ~~rh c-u-t"") ~"" c· ·.;: F·:.,( f} ) " ( f) ,, •<·•· .. :. ,_,._·.-: ....... A •••• ,. ~-·-·.:.· •• :~ ..... ... -~, O'f' . U'fl -- - ... -~ ,b . --· .... ,... .. .. 
' ········· ... == ·-;rr . . .. . . ~· . dI" . . . . . . .. = . ' 
by choosing 
/ 
·.' (p(f} = J ~f ~~ df, ........... , .......... , .... /<:. .... --~········ ....... . 
where F(f) .f: ·o :s:ince the family of path-curves is 
. ',.,. . ...... ~_ .... ·, ...... : .............. -~---, ........ , ... -· 
.. .. ,, " " -·· ' " ·;-- '",C:' .. :, ...... 












C. ••• --1-- ,. ' .. 
_, j 
...... ~ -··············-····-·-·-·------·-··:-·······----·-··"""•······- ----·-- -~----~-·--··--.;,- .. -~---·- ..... --.:...· ..... :··: .... : .. : ...... -: ....... ~---~- ... -- ····- .. 
i ··' :-- . .. \ ·-·-···-~- ~- -
! ' 
not included here. Hence when~( f(x,y)) = c 
.. 
is th,~ equ~tion Qf an invariant family of curves, 
"-. . . , 
Uf =-0.. (f) and <J, is obtained by integration. 
§5. The form .of the transformations of a group 
~ . ~ .. 
is determined by the choice of variables. 
Let 
(7) 
::: : •.•. ~·- •• ·: ••• : .. ·, •• • •. _,. ,,., ". •• .• ' • f •. . .• • '" • ' •• " ..• 
{ 
i = F{x,y) .. 
.. ·. . y' = . cp (x J y) .. ···-~- ... • . f • .. •• , .•. •,. ·" --~- .•.• ~.:" ., ......... ·.•· -·-----~:--·-,· •• - •••. :::. ..... :·~-··· .•. ·-····---•:; .. .! .. - •. ,._ •• 
. 11 •• • 
~ .-. ·r :• ... 
. . ~ 
· denote -·a· ch:~nge · of variables, so ·that- a-I--so -
(7 I) 
·_solving -(7) and 
{
:··· X = F*(i,Y) 
: y = cp1(<x, y) 
, { :! = F(x1,Y1) 
Y1 = ¢(x1,Y1) • 
(7') for X,y,x1,y1 we have 
{ 
x1 = F*(x_-l'Y_1) and 
Y1 = ~*(x1,Y1) • 
-- ..... - ...... 
·.:,r. 
The effect of the change of variables on (1) is seen 
· by substituting for x1, y1, x, y, and solving for 
- -
xl ,· Y1. t 
Though this ·method is satisfactory, less 




manipulation is required by find~ng the new form ©D 
~*(X,Y) = I c}x1) 
\ c)a a 











.• • . •• '.,._ • i • .,., ' ·- -
---·. ,.,. __ ..,, ....... -·- . . - ..... :~ . .., ·,.;_ . - .... 
... - ~ ....... ·,: ---·. -~!- ·:.-·•· -· ... 
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' 
. .. . Therefore, . '!*(X,Y) = UX. In a similar manner, 
/ 
:1. } I 1: 
.. 
•••. •.. . .~: :I - • •.• : : :. :__ .: • •, ~ .•• ·-
\\:(x,y) = Uy. 
(8) 
Hence, 
( - -) - ~f ·+Uy- df U*f x,y = Ux dX '-;fy. 
§6. According -~to .Lie theory, the canonical form 
of a group is given by_ the following 
Definition: The canonical form of a group is the 
I 
.. 
inf ini te.s.iP1al transformation of the form Uf = <lf /<)y. 
- ... 
The variables which reduce Uf to the canonical 
' 
f o-rm · .. are c·alled canonical variab-les. 
The group of the form 
U*f = ~ ~. + 't\11,.~f . 
. > dx l'd1 
"'·? 
where 
' 1 ~x . <)-(8 ~~) -. * - Ux - dX + ,, - 0 { ·Z* - - - ~)-- !))-.. 
'~ 
= Uy = ~rx + - 1 -
_c:an be_: obtained by taking any solution of (8) for 
t}le new variables X and j. This change of variables 
• ,. • " ' /J • ·, ... 
,.. ' ., ~ . . ,. . .· .. - ,.., ~ . 
reduces the group to a group of translatioils ill the 
,·, 
' J' . •'/ .• 
direction of_ th~ ·y-axis. Thus we_have U*f = ~£jay, 
\ ·' . 
' ' 
and U*f is in the canonical form. 
.· I 
' "' 
§7. . ' The theory of one-parameter groups under 
discussion can be extended in an analagous manner 
to groups of several variables. In the case of three 
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w-·· , .•..... 
. -18-. 
Definition: The set of transformations of the f O:t9m 
'Ti• .. ti"i·-
~(x,y,z,a) · I > ,:.-;,.·: xl -
.... 




zl - t(x., y, z, a) .. -~ 
where <j, ,, X are continuous functions of·~ the ~ 
variables •' and parameter . .. x, y, z a, constitutes ...... 
a Lie group if 
-· •. -- . .,, -~,. . . . -· ·•· . WWW!Iij . . . -· •. ~. . .. --- ·.. -•·,· '··· . =· - -.. ,? ... 
.... 
· 1. ~:successive operation on any two members of the 
set 6£ -~ra_nsf ~~~~tions ~- produees.·.a .. ,tran,.sformat:ion 
of the set, 
~ 2. every transformation of the set has an inverse 
... 
transformation belonging to the set, 
3. the identity transformation is a member of the ,set:. 
The infinitesimal transformation is given by 
- ~ f . d f ,- ; . , . df 
Uf = 1 (x,y,z)~ + '\,(x,y,z)"?iy + "; (x,y,z}dz . ., 
where ! = (dl~(cla) a , ~ = (~~;'da) a , ~ := (dl/da) a .. 
0 \, 0 · © 
~ 
c-.:;t 
A11-, jlKtension ~of the method of· this chapter for ). ,,.,.,., ·: -·,' :· 
fioding the finite transformations·of a group from 
., I • ' 
the infinitesimal trans~formation yields 
' 
, x1 =x+Uxt+U
2xt2/2! + . . . ' 
,. y1 = y + Uyt + u
2yt2 / 2! '• 
, , 
+ • . . ' 
.• 
. z1 ::::: z + Uzt + u
2zt2 /2! + • • • • 
Solving the differential equation 
• : ,,q-
• I 











·-- _, ·.::: ..__ - · . .:...:.:· -
:·'..-~y 1 dz1 dt 
~x1,Y1,z1) = ~(x1,Y1,z1) "". T 
gives the finite transformations of the group in the 
form 
ul(x1,Y1~zl)· - u1 (x, y, z). 
/ 





. q:. . ~, . 
., 
.. ' -- • ,, •.\ , •. ,.,._ I''• ••, •, ••, • •· • ·:
• • , ' V (x1,Y1,z1) V (x,y,z) + t. 
.; . 
-. · .., 
··.·• 
./ 
.... . . - . 
·. ;, 
If f{x,y,z) is a function, 
.c,. -..,,_.' • ·- • ., 
(9.) 
..( . .. . . . 
• ) • 
• • C 
f(x1;y1,z1) = f(x~y,z) + u:f:t + tJ
2ft2 / 2! · + • • • • 
As in the preceeding discussion for functions of 
. 
two variables we have the following theorem. 
ii.. .. ... • 
Theorem 1 1 : ·A function f(x,y,z) is invariant under 
the group Uf if and only if Uf = \ <lf/dx + ~-af/c)y +~ c}f/c)z 
= 0 ·for all x, y, "<b z. 
The proof follows the same argument, as that of theorem 1. 




vari~bles has two independent integrals a.one-parameter 
.. .. 
~- .- ·' . 
group of three variables has two independent invariants 
and invariant of the • function of these every, group l.S a 
• I 
' 




As before·, the path-curves are obtained by 
eliminating the parameter from the finite transformations 




--,---1.: .. . 
.•:· .· 
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Equating the function f·(x, y, z) to zero when 
~ 
f contains no repeated factors we sta~ the following 
theorem as a cons.equence of previous argument/>. 
. . 
Theorem 2': The equation f(x,y,z) = 0 representing 
, 
· '11 sur:face is invariant if and only if Uf = 0 
.. whenever f = 0 assuming that f cont.ilins no repeated 
factors. 
In the case of a space curve we have the 
Theorem I: ~e c~ve f 1 (x,y,z) = 0, f 2(x~y,z) = 0 
·, 
is invariant if Uf1 = 0 and Uf2 = 0 whenever f 1 
= 0 
and f 2 = O·provided £'1 and f 2 contain no repeated 
factors and are independent functions not 
containing a common factor. 
Prdof: ~:s··ince 
{ 
f 1(xi,Y1,z1) = f 1 (x,y,z) + Uf1t 
. f 2 (x1~11,z1) = f 2(;,y,z) + Uf1t 
if f 1 = 0 and £2 ~ 0 are invariant, 
i 
./ 2 - 2 -, 
+ U fl_t /2. + 
+ U2f2t2/2! + 
• • • 





.... _ .. ,. -~·· :,]., 
....... f 
. . ·~ . 
• -., •:••, M••O ••~ ' ,1-. --~· ,:"';. '.:'. • 
. . 
. ""' : .. :.·, .' . 
I - .._,-~.:~----.--~ •-- -- -·- -••n- ·- --~, --f 1 (xl'yl'z1) = £1 (x,y,z)" = 0 · and £2(x1,yi;zi) .;., ··--- - · ·····--- ; 
f 2 (x, y, z) = 0 for all t when Uf 1 and U:f 2 van~sh. 1 ·· 
'::J • I Nowssµppase that Uf 1 . = \ df1;'dx + "\_d£1/c).y + \-d£p,'aZ"-=·&--~-------~a::-~----J·· 
and Uf2 = '! df 2/«)x + \,tlf 2f«}y + ~ ~£ 2/;lz = O. · } 
,'.,if 
,f., 
·. · .... '. ~i J, 
-·· . .:~ .. :.: ... ~::.....:.-:-., -... ·:. :.·:. :"":"·-.--"":"'_.,__-;:.;.:._ ...... -:. .... -::-::-·----'-....-·· ....:.-.~-----~·___.. .. :.,:_ ________ ..,. .... ~-·-i·········'·· 
~'. ~} 
-~ ·~ '::-.--~._ __ _ 
...;......,.. . ..........,,. ... 
. .. ,;·,,. ' 
~,:··'.·. 
~ ·~ ;;-- - ·- ·---
... ~ •,.. {~' 






. ~. . ..
: . . -.. , ' -, -,,. "'· - '' .~.> ~ 
- ' 'it..;,'. • :'C - '"":\ - .• 
~~" --- . - --- - ----
. . ...... - -- -- --- - -,- -· - - .... 
-. 
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vanish along the curve £1 = 0, 
"' 
Since U£1 and Uf2 
£2 = o, \ '"\., '!) are proportional .to the direction 
cosine~'-' of· t·he tangent to ·the' curv'e at 'the poin~. 
(x,y,z). Thus this curve is the path-curve through 
(x,y,z) and £1 and £2 are invariant. 
The ~ of variables 
~~ . ' . 
,:I -




••• • •• • , •• ~ .• ··- ·:' .' •• -,. ! ' ., • • ••• • •• •• ••• • •• ~•• •, • ; • " • • -=:-·: •a • • 'I: 
z = ~(x,y,z) 
.C' 
.,._.. " ~. ") 
,, . . .. , r 
.;; 
.... 
corr~spbnds to the infinitesimal transformation 
(10) U*f = uX ! + uy M + uZ ~ 
~ z " 
where 
~+ "\, ~x+ -- ! ! mf Ux --
d)X dy ~z 
= l *(x,y,z), 
.~ 
-~ 
t+ - ~ Uy-= 
-
~z _, Uz - ~ ~+ 
~ax+ 61 
\_{)Z + dy 
) c3JX dZ 
~ ~z 3z 
= "\_,*(X, Y, ZL . . . 
= ~*<x,y,z). 
canonical form • 
. The case for n variables fol.lows similarly 
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APPLICATlONS TQ. FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
The theory of one parameter groups applies 
in particular to differential equations of the first 
order. This chapter will deal exclusively with those 
equations. 
§1. . Consider the first order differential equati_on -~ '!<'--· 
·' , 
Mdx + Ndy = O. S.uppose </>(x., y) .. = c is a-----fam-ily of· 
-integral curves which is invariant und~r the ·g~oup 
_ Uf but are not path-curves. By theorem· 3, uct, = F(¢). 
Let us choose F(</>) = 1: Recall that Uc/> = '! cf> + "I\ cf> • * 
X \. y 
Since ¢(x,y) = c furnishes a solution to the 
differential equation, the equation def>= cp dx ·+ cp dy = 0 
.A X . y 
I is equivalent to the equation Mclx + Ndy = O. Therefore; 
·q, / M = ¢ / N or, N cpx - M 'Py = O. Solving this X. y 
equation and -~ cp + ~ cf>.· = 1 for <p and ¢ we have 
. X ~y X . y 
- M ana·· 
..... : .. . ::'{0;~: 
' --.. -,- -- - - - -- ---------
" -•: - .. ·' ... .... -··· ----· ,.'. 
- - ____ ......_:_ - ,;.. .. • ~ ·~· - ·- -- --·· ---··-·- -




,-;-. •: 't"'• 0 ', ~ •• O ,• •• ' 0° • M • .;,•;;o,~ •• -r.i.., 
. -· ,.- ~ .... - ·-.:::t!'-~ ... . ..... . . ' ~. . 
.. , 




dx ·. N 
+ iM+~ 
dy. 
* We shall.make frequent use of the subscripted 
letter notation to denote· a partial derivative 
with respect to some variable. 
'" 
. . . . 
..... ··- .. ' 
. ::-~ '""' , ... ·' . 










Since the factor (! M + '1\.N) -l applied to . M dx: +. N dy -~-===='=----==~ ;; . 




Theorem 5: If the family of integral curves of 
the differential equation M dx + N dy = 0 is 
invariant under Uf, (~ M + "\.,N) -l is an integrating 
factor of the differential equation. 
We can~determine from the differential equation 
itself whether its integral curves form an invariant 
,. 
family und_er a certain group. As we shall see, this 
- . .-. -
• . t- - -- . 
. -
begins with the concept of an extended group. · , 
Definition: The transrormation 
{ xl - ~(x,y) -





•' - - . - . '• ·:."·. - ._. ...... ·, --
. . 
' f 
which • the point (x,y) into (x1,Y1) carries ....... _ ......... - .......................... · ............ _,. .. ' · ... ;;. ........ _ ....... -- · • .,., __ .... • .. -- ·-·--··-
-.--. ,.,- ·. ·.-"''""'"'"""""-·--- '"'= I 
1S ~ · 
called a point .transformation. 
Associating with the point transformation a third 
. . 
-. --- -- -~-----·-equation y1 ' = {(x,y,y'), where:y' = dy/dx and 
~--- · .. 
'-
.• - :: ,fi,'-A:, ~-1. - . _.. ,:..:~· ' _;;,,. ;f"' +-. . . . .. ~- .. \i(., 
~ 
the extended point transfor~ation. .;)... . 
. ' . 
functi_on of x, y, y', y1 ' is determined by-the pbint 
• ~ . ~ ~ 
transformation. - For, dx1 = ~ dx + ~ dy and X· y 
dy1 = ~ dx + ~ dy. Hence, X y . 
. 
~.'· 
:~· ':.' :.• 
.. ' 
' , ... : '·· -~ .;- . 










--·· . - - /_ .. 
·- -----. ·------·-· -~ ... -- ~- -- ._---· -·----·: .. -~1 
. . -· --- ·--. -- . --- .• - - . ···-- - ' _;J. -- .-... .•• - ·- -~ .• 
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, dyl - fx dx + ~y dy - 'x + ~y y' -
Yi = - - - Z(x~y,y')~ 
. .. 'dx ~ dx-+ ~ dy- f/ -+''¢. y' ,. 
. _ . . .. . . .... . . . ... . .. · 1 X . . . . { . . .. . .x y .· . 
Correspondingly, a one parameter group of 
. , . 
transformations 18 given by the seb~ 
(11) x1 = ~(x,y,a) 




Y1' = X(x,y,y'_,a). 
'· '" ,•", • ,, I•-•••"'• \"' ~. ---,•,.,, .•·••" '••" ',; .. ,,;,• ,•, v•••• ~-••· •••• ••~•"-'"'" ••··'"·••·• ~- • 




The transformations (11) can 1be interpreted as a 
~ 
group in three vari~bles x, y, y'. Since the 
-tr.ansformations x1, ·y1 ~ are known to form· a Lie group 
and they determine y1 ' uniquely, (11) is als 10 a Lie 
group. ·. Such a group is known as the onee extended 
group corresponding to (1). 
The infinitesimal' 'transformation of the once 
-




• :.. :~·a,,,.·;:_ .. • 
' .. 
(12) U'f = "!(~,y)fx·'J '-{x,y)fy + ~ (x,y;,j,)fy' 
Where 1 = 6x/6a, ~ 6y/6a, and~ = 6y 1 /6a = 6 (dy/dx)/6a. 
. . ti· . - . 
':'.i_~· t ~I Unlike y', however, ' is hot usually equal· ·· .. . . .,.. .:-' . 
._, .... '· ..... ,, ... :·to ··d,/dx. ·ro see this, note that 
"'( = 6y '/6a = 6 ( dy /dx.)/6a - 6 ( dal / 5a - dy 6 (dx) /6a · 
, {dx)2 .• 
,, ~-~~ 






-· ······- --··---------.,.-·-:·- --:··--·::··-;-··-· •"·.··;.11 .......... _ .• -·~ -· - . :· .• «"•·· -·-
\, -~ .• 
.. . . 
_,.,~ '. _..;., '.:'.'"';~'"•"" .. :' .. ,.•; .. ··- - "-':····'··-···.:.::~". -
....... . .• -~· 
.. ···-· ··-:- ··-. _,..... ~ . -~ . ' ' . 
. . 
' - • • • ••• ,_,_., • • .:-:,,,~°" W;-;,. ... ,, .... , 
. -~: 
. ,.: ...... :: ., ..... ~ .... ~'. ...... .:_.:•_ ,,·.: :. . ··- ···-------· ·- .. --.::...: - :';' ·- . . ' ., . . .. ' ', ... 
..... 
.. 
. . - ....... · . 









-i- -~. - -- -- -- .,. -- ·=---·-·-· - -~- --- -- - - --~ ~- -- •. 
' .. I odx1) 
6((1x)/6a = \aa ao = 
Therefore, 
. d-;/ "\, an = 
... . 
_ dy 6(dx){6a 
(dx) 
d'4\_ _;I d\ dx - Y F ., 
_ d(~/6a) _ ~ d(6x/oa) 
- ax dx 
Writing 
and expanding in~ we have 
~ 
'= 'X + '\y y' - y' (\ X + \ y Y') 
- 2 
. = "'-x + ("\.y - ~ x)y' - \ y y' 
which is not in general equal to d"\/dx. We note 
that"\_ is quadratic in y' when "l / O. Y. 
~ 
With these relations in mind we give the 
foliliowing 
Theorem 6: If U'f = 0 whenever f = 0, . the family 
of integral curves of the differential equation 
. .., _f.(~,y,y') = 0 and therefore the differential 
.. ·.·.• .. ,· ·•.· ·" .. - . .· -· - . . . . . .. ,. ' -~~ 
equation itse~f is invariant under the group Uf. 
·o 
.. 
~ . . -,; -.-
· Proof: Consider the first· order differential eguati~n > ~-~' 
n-.· 
- ... ;,. 
f(x,y,y') = O. A transformation (1) on the variables 
x, y transforms the differential equation by the 
corresponding.extended transformatiori (11); · If 
the family of integral curves is invariant under the---
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, every extended transformation leaves the .... -- ______ _ 
' - - -· ---, - -- -- -··· - . -·--· 
differential equation· invartant. Consequently by 
theorem 2' . U' f = 1. f + "v\f + ~, f , · = 0 when 
., ) X \:y \, y . -
-26-
.... . 
f(x,y,y') = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Suppose u1 = ~ 1 (x,y)d/ox + 'V\1 (x,y)djdy 
· and u2 = ~ 2 (x;y)d/ox + "'2(x,y)d(c,y are two 
___ ... -homogeneous linear.operators. 'Then-. 1 
" 
Also, 
U2(Ul f) = u;t 1 fx + U2'\1 fy + \ 211 £xx + \.2 '1\1 fyy 
+ (~ 2'\ 1 + V\.2 ~ l)fxy · 
:Therefore, 
. ~ 
.Calling u1u2f - u2u1f = (u1u2)f, .we have thefollGwing······· -~··· -· 
Defi<r1itio!!-: The. operator (U1 u2) is called the 
... . -.: 
,' 
. ,., alternant of u1 and u2 . 
. -
... , · · The alt'r~l):nt p.osSesses,·the fo~lowing propertief:l 
~ which fre obtainible directly from the definition. 
" :_ .. _.,,· 
. - -=_;, 
~ I" \,-; 
' I 
1' 
. ___ _I 
ii 
-;::;:,;:-. . . --· 
-27-. 
·--; -~ . --~- :,-
~ 
(U1 (U2 + u3) ) = (u1u2) + (u1u3) 
\ 
( (cf,(x,y) u1) u2) = cf,(x,y) (u1u2) - u2 {f)1JU1 • 
" With the use of alternants., we can sta.te· 
another criterion for invariance of a differential 
•· . 
. ' 
equation under a group. 
•-
,..-~~-=-·-,=,,ea;-~~~-~-·--.. , • .,,~--·~----·~~--Th,gQt:e ... · ... 7.:_c_T.he---·dif ferential equation M dx ~ ·"Ncty--;; 
\.. 
is invariant under the group Uf if and only if 
. 
. 
(UA)f = A(x.,y) Af where· Af = N f - M f . · 
X -Y 
Proof: Let ¢(x.,y) = c furnish a solution to the 
differential equation M dx + N dy = 0. We know that 
cf> is a solution of A¢= N cf> - M cf> = 0. Excluding 
- X y 
path-curves of the group we saw that if the family 
of curves cf>= c is invariant under the group Uf., 
.. 
cf> may be chosen such that . U¢ = ~ 'P + 'I\ ¢ = 1. X \, y 
:.~-




. "'"""-'" . 
- -- -- - -- --- ~ - - -
---··---By-tlefinitio--n., the a.lt:ernant of U ancfA-is given·by--~---·_---·-··------· 
(UA)f = UAf - AU£ = (UN - A\ )fx - (UM + A'\)fy. .. ~;: .. 
; Substituting., (UA) cf> = 'U(O) - A{l). Therefore.,. ·.'!< 
~- .. 
5uN - ~~>'PX - (UM + A'~\> ~y = .e~ _ Since 'Py I o, the 
.coeffici~nts of the above equati·ons .~re proportional. 
UN - A~ UM+ A' That is., N = M = 7'.(x.,y), and-
-··--·-·········-··-,-~ ..... ·-·---~··-~· -- : . . . ···.· .. · ... "·.·· ;·~·,··=- .. ~ .. ···~--·-. ······•·· .... 
















t •• ~. •. • •• 
{UA)f = A(i,y) Af. This is the condition that 
M dx + N dy = 0 be invariant under the group Uf. 
') 
To see·that the condition is sufficient, suppos~ 
,1 
However, (UA)¢ = UA¢ - AU'P ~-{UA)f = A(x,y) Af. 
= A(A¢) = A(O) = 0. Therefore, AU¢= O. Now since 
~2a-
every solution of Acp = 0 is a function of 'P, U'P = F (cf,). 
By therem 4, the family of curves ¢(x,y). = • C 1S 
invariant under the group. 
As a converse to theettem 5 we have the v:f". . 
Theorem 8: If µ(x,_y) · is ·an· integra.t·ing factor 
of the differential equation M dx +·N dy ~ O, 
and,~ (x, y) and "'\.(x, y) are any analytic functions 
of the variables x, yin a region, such that 
. (! M + '\. N)-l = µ, the differe~tial equatiori is 
invariant under the group Uf == \ fx + '\. f . /"' ' ' y .... •r 
Proof: Let 't and"- be any. two functions such · 
that µ = Cl M + '-N) -l is .cln integrating_ fae-tor 
?;-··· 
M N 
. ; 9£ . M dx + . N dy = 0, then \ M + ~N dx + ~ M + '9 N dy = 0, 
. ' •, ~ 
. ·-''' ,: .. ., .... , . 
(• . 
--- • •• • • •• < • .. ... -~~----'· .... , ........ . 
. ; 
J 
.•' is. an exact equation. _Hen,ce., . 
"·· /.' 
O'! • . '." 
or, 
. · .. . : . . :: : ~ - . ·.-.··- _--._ .. ·. - . '·. --.... ...-. --· ---- -
,. 
.., .. ' .. -- -
J.· .. i ' 
~-
·_·, 
. . . ; • '. '. ~' . • . . . . .·-·. ' £ 
-......... -,, .. ·. 
-29-
is equal to zero. 
On carrying out the differentiations and div!.~i·ng 
by.MNJ we find 
orJ 
\ Nx + '>\_Ny - N ~ x + M ~ y = 
N 
-UN - A) UM + A~ • 
. N = M 
~ M + ~ M +N'& - M~ X "\, y -\,x "Y 
M 
ThereforeJ (UA)f = A(xJy) AfJ and it follows from 
the theore~7 that the differential equation is 
.( 
.) 
invariant under the group Uf. 
. .,. • ,r • ' • .• • • • ... • " • 
§3.-. Since the integiating factor~ln the last 
theorem allows the differential equation M dx + N dy = 0 
I 
to be solvE:d by an· irftegratfop, it is reasonable 1to 
expect that a second integrating factor, independent 
of the first, would further reduce the work of solving 
the differential equation. 
•· 
Let µ1 and µ 2 be integrating factors of 
:: -----------~ ---------~····· M COC + N dy = {}. Then · (µ1MJy .;;. ·(µi1Qx = 0 · and ····~-~---
, . 
. , 




• I ' 
~-
. -1. 
and My - Nx = (µ1} (M(µ1}y - N(µ1)x ) • · · ·. - · ' · · ' · · 
. ~ --~---· __ _ SimiV1rly, ~ - Nx = (µ 2}-l( M(µz}y - N{µz}x ) , so that. 
;· 
~ .. 1 · ~~µ1 
~ ax 
Mdµ 1· .1 dµ d·µ2 M 2 N • - ay = - ay µ2 a, 
6. 
~+r~: 
•· .. · 
. '· 





,. ···, '," -· .. ·'·· ,.-.... _. -~-' ~-
· · · ..... -.,\ ,-.-l, 1 
· ..•.. I 




. . I . 
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Remembering that ) -1 ) (µ µx =(logµ x and 
µ -lµy = (log µ)y, we hB.ve that 
·\ 
.. 
. N (log µ1)x - M (log µl)y = N (~og Hz>x - M (log. µ2)y. =· 0~ 
... ',t '~ .•. i - :-.: 
. ), ---
Hence is an integral of Af = Nf 
. X - Mf = 0 y 
and therefore, is also an integral .. Setting 
fur-nishes a solution t9 .tlle ·differential 
I"'"'', 
-
equation M dx + N~dy = 0. 
§4. The preceeding method is useful in finding 
the form of the group under which the differential 
equation M dx + N dy = 0 is invariant. Thus' if 
u1r and u2f leave .the d~~f~~rential equation invariant, 
µ1 = (J 1 M + "\1 N)-1 and µ2 = (l 2 M + \2 N)-1 
are integrat~rs, so that 
~ ~ - -- -
. ' 
' ~ ~ ~ 





and ~ 2 M + "'\_z N · · · · " - .. --· : {: - . _.,:. ~ -· ..... : ~ 1 M + Y\, 1 N = F ( c/>)' 
·where cp is some in~e.gral of the differential equation .. · 
Rewrite the last equation 
. _ ... 
i,., 
~-!·: •,-- - -'<.! ... •- .. _ -:;:-··-··.·•·• ·-:'.·: -'.~':"•:.' ·--····.,·-':'·""~"'' ·- ............ -···x•.""';"';-.. . 
'·. 
. -~---·-"··-·~····-··· -...... ,.,, ... --· 
. , .. ,. ' 
. ._, ~--J~~-' · .. ·. ·.,.,, 
' ' .... • •,•j . '. ,,,.,.,.~ 
.. _ .. ,, ···:···:··-· ... - - ----·-- ····-··---- .. ;;-•·· 









caJ.ling each side p. ,.we then haVe ~ 2 · = F(~) l 1 + pN 
and '\ 2 = F(~)"'\1 - pM. Therefore, 
= F(</>) [f + '\;a f ] + p[Nf ·1. Mf ] 
-~ X ~Y X y 
·~ 
. 
= F ( cfi) U l f + p Af. 
This is the form of any group which leaves the 
. - differential -equa.tion ·unaltered. Conversely J 
if ·u1 f leaves the, _d~fferential equation invariant, 
u2f will also for by theorem 7, (U1A)f = A Af. 
. By definition, (UzA) f = Uzli ~. AU2f 
.. . 
'.-. 
= [F(</>)U1 (Af) + ~f] 
·i· 
1:;;. •• 
= F (cf>) (U l A) f - AF ( ~) U l f + pAAf - ApAf 
' 
= F(¢) (Mf) - AF(¢) u1£ + p(AA)f - ApAf 
,• ,,J 
-- •• -- -~H- -------- ----•- --• ••-•• -• 
------~-----~--
.-.. : 
-- ~ ~----- -~ - --- -----
~ [F(~)~ - Ap]Af 
since AU~= 0 and AA~ 0. Therefore, 
(U2A)f _= "\r .. (x,y) Af . 
L- · ·Hence we have ··the y . .. 
Theorem 9: Eve;ry group which le.aves the differential 
equation M dx + N dy ~ 0 invariant is of the form· -
u2£ = F(¢) u1£ + p Af where u1f is any group C 
under which the differential equation .. is invariant . 
.... 
,-,. ·"!,; ·:· 







. ' ' 
-----------~ 
.. · .. -
-·, .. ,. tr - I"- . 
' ·• 
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§5. The prob.lem of finding the general type of 
··aiffei:enti.al equations invariant under, a given.group··· 
~ 
. ~--·· -~ ----- - ----~ 
.- . 
(:"-




;·; :ts solved.by finding the generat~c-·:for'-m_~f an invariant 
.. 
~~=---c~- ----·-~~ - . i·i 
function of the extended group U'f. To solve 
U If = \ f + 't\ f + "If I 
. X \ y y = 0, 
we consider the associated ~quations 
The general integral is obtained by taking any arbitrary 
., 
function of two independent integrals. Thus we have 
the integral f(u,u') where u(x,y) and ·u'(x,y,y') 
are two integrals. Since a differential equation 
obtaj___p.ed by s.etting an invariant function of the· 
extended group equal to a constant is invariant, 
we may set .J:(u,u') = 0. We note that there is no 
loss of generality in setting c = 0 in f(u,u') = c, 
~s~ince c can be absor~ed~in the arbi~rary function f. 
Thus f(u,~') =··O or~ explicitly,~·= F(u) is the 
general type of invariant differential equ~ti9n. 
. §~: . ·. The lilethod of sepa.ration of variables pl".ovides 
·- . 
another method of solving first order differential 
equations_. 
First consider· :th-e· group of translations 
represented by Uf == ty· . We see that ~ = 0, \ = 1, 
.•• r .-
··. -.-: 
..; ., ~.... : ; ' '\," 
... 
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and therefore, . I ~ = o. Since = 0, the 
associatep. differential equations are 
,·. 
~-
Therefore, u = x and:u' ·= y' are two independent 
I 
integrals of t~e dtfferential equations. The general 
type of differential equation invariant :\.1rider ·1Jf 
.. 
is f(x,y') = 0 or y' = F(x) which can be s·olved· 
by a quadrature. 
' . 
The idea of reducing a group to a canonical 
·form provides us with an alternate method of solving 
a differential equation invariant under a known group. 
Reducing the group to the canonical form with respect 
to y reduces th~ differentJ-_al equation _.to the form 
. ' Y' = §_ = F(i), dx 
where y', y., x, are canonical variables. Here the 
n egra ·1ng., we ave 








Also, if_ the gr.o.up r.e.duces .to. U.£. = f~, 
X 
the solution of ~~,yf = dx is obt8;ined by_ only a 
quadrature. 
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leaves f (x, y, y 1 ) = 0 invariant and suppos-e J = ! (x):. 
Let · u(x,"y) satisfy ~ u · + 'nu = 0 so, that u(x,y) 
I X \. y 
is ail. integral of dx/] = dy I\_ . Making a change 
of variables by putting x = x and y = u(x,y) • gives 
f = f- (1) + f- u and f = f- (O) + f- u which 
XX yx y X . yy 
:b·.ec.omes upon multiplication by \ and '\ and addition 
' (- \. f f ( ~ ) = U*f = ~ (x) fx- • ~ X7 :X . + y · .;s ux + "\ Uy :::s, 
Extending the group once we have 
u*'f = t<x> f- - y'~'<i> fY-, = o. X. 
·-·· .. • , . .-·.. . ,,.. 




dx d-y -0 -! <x> = 
integrals are. 
'the kt general integral • 1S 
d - I y 
• 
-y I~ I (x) 
- and ~ (x) y = a 
F[ J (x) y' 'y} --
- I y - ·b : ._.. 
0 or 





























- u(x,y), - would X = y - y reduce the group to -
_, ~ . 
, 
I -
U*f - '\.<Y> -f- ··and the differential equation invariant y 
·: --~·-... '• 
y' \-
under _U_*f would become -~ - - . ~ F(x) ·,. ---
>'\ (-) .. LY . -
.. " ·'·, - .. , •. - . ! . ·t ... : ""'. -t 
., 
--
where the variables are separable. 
In general, if ¢(x) and ~(y) are any arbitrary 
functions of the canonical variables respectively, 
.... th.e 1 problem can always. be reduced to one of separation 
. ' 
' :,J· : . 
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§7. Suppose f(x,y,y') = 0 is an invariant equation 
under the non-trivial group 
' . 
Uf = ' f . + 'f\ f . S X \ y 
By non-trivial group Uf, we mean that .. the i~tegral 
curves of the differential equation are not path-curves 
1 
of the group and therefore, if ~ is a family of 
sol~tion curves, U~ I 0. If an envelope of the 
..., 
family of solution curves exists: ·its equation is 
-·· ·a· ·singular solution of the differential -equation·'and 
its slope at the ~9int (x,y) satisfies f(x,y,y') ·= O. 
Since the family of solution curves is ·an invariant 
family, the envelope must be an invariaqt curve or 
path-curve. ~hus the slope is "w\,/~ and the envelope 
. -
is contained .in f (x, y, "'\,/! ) = O. We note that if 
a particular integral curve is a path-curve, it is 
'"::,• 
~----------_c:ll~o contained in f(x,y, 'Ii ) = O. ., 
,· 
•. ~ . 
; oi..i: •. ~- • 1-' _:. 
•• > 
.. ~:- \ ._.-. '.· ... ~ :; 
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, .. CHAPTER'. 3 · 
APPL.1CAtIONS TO SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS .,,,,.JA.. 
,: §i. Many of the ideas presented in Chapter 2 in 
• applying the Lie theory to first order differenti~l ______ . ___ ,~~---.-·-·· ··---····~1_ .. 
equatiqns may.be generalized to the case af second 
order differential equations and finally to differential 
~... equations of order higher tha{l the second. Thus if 
;· ·:• 
.'.~ i. ,. . 
,·· ' ,. 
w~ extend-th~ poi~t transformation x1 ~ ~(x,y), .., 
y1 = ~(x,y~ to include one more deri~ative than the 
once-extended group, we have the. transformation 
r x1 = ~(xJy) 
Y1 = ~(x,y) 
-\ 
Y1' = t(x,y,y') 
y l, , = m(x, y, y, , y, , ) 
which shall be known as the twice-extended point 
transformation. Since y1 ' is determined by the 
point t~ansfbrmat~on x1 = ~(x,y), y1 = ~(x,y) and 
. Y1 '' = .dy1 '/dxp Yi''· is also tlete~tnilledby this 
point tiansformation.and·is ~iven by: . 
, . Xx+ l'y y' +.Xy 1 y' ~ 
·~· ",!' .. _-: • -·- • -· • 
;.(; 
.,r· : 'Ii 
= ..... -....... -.,.-~x-,· --. +-.----c.~~--~--·---·-·y-,---- = m(x,y.,y' 'y' r). 






.·. . ·:,_ -~· . , 




··- •- .. -· --·-·-·----·--·-'"-.-.,, .. ""-: .,... ..... 
. -
Definition: A set of transformation.s of the form 
·~<' 
~ 
- ,.;. ~ ' 
xl - ~(x,y,a) (13) 
.~.:..~. 
-· 
Y1 - ,cx,y,a). > 
y 1' I = dy;1 'y = m(x, y' y I' y I I' a) 
-,clx-1 .. - ~ l .. 
is called a one parameter grouR of twice extended 
transformations of ill.• 
It is clear that the set of transformations {13) is 
'· 
a Lie group since (1) completely determines ithis set 
of transformations and is itself a Lie group. 
Treating y'' as another variable, we denote 
-37-
.;.,.. 
+· ·the infinitesimal transformation Jbf the group in 
. . ,• 
·~-~ 
'· ·\ .... 
accordance with the definitions for transformation 
groups of several variables in Chapter 1. The 
infinitesimal transformation of (13) may be represented 
by the oper'at~r 
· ' I'•·" . d - d ~ 
. ( 14) . . . . . U I I = \ d}( + \ ay + ,a + , ,o · 
'\6y' . --~ dy' I. ' 
- ~ , ""' 
~· 
wh~re as before, \ = 5x/oa, "'\,=·6yfea-,- ~--=--DY-'-to.a ____ --·-- --··"• · c-
= a"'\./dx - y' d '\/dx and v(' = 5y 1 '/5a ·may be found 
. by the following pro .. ce.du.-re.· 
. - -·-·····-· --~- ·- - ~ ------- ·-- -~-- -~---------
I I :: 6 . dy I 
'\. 5a cix 
dy' 5{dx)/5a = 5(dy')/5a 
dx - dx2 
. ·"'· -... " . . - . : ··-· -~· .. -· ... 
. ,,.., ··.. ... '-· . : ~ .... '... . - . d( 5y' / 5a) .. d'' d(5x/5a) 
. ~. 
-- . . . '.. ..~ 
, .... _. '· "' 
:.,:;· ··:-··-··-·-:_.,..·i_!~<---·,'-· 





. lb ) 
' 








V\ I I __ - d"Y\_ I I I d 'l 
\, ~-y dx • 
In an analogou.s manner., the n-times e nded 
group .. is given by the set of transforma 
x 1 = ~(x,y.,a)' 
~ "\ 
Yi= ~(x,y,a) 
. I dyl 11( I ) Yi = = A x,y~y ,a 
. dxl . / 
....... 







Y1. = dyl (n-1) .=. e(x,y,: .• ,y(n), a). 
dx1 
The symbol of the infinitesimal tr:an:sf·or.mation is 
given by 
. u<n.lf = 
k = · ·l, 2, • • • , n. 
- ---- - -- - - § 2 • 
-38-





In Ghap~~!:- -? we.· saw that every . differential 
• - .. , ·-··------··-·--~--•-· ··••-~--~--~----~---·-•••,,,,. --••A•·-~-----·-.. • •---~ . ..,...-.--~~----~~:: ·• -. -= 
equation of the first 6rder is invariant under an 
indefinite number. of gro\lp:s-. In general, . the second 
C '"""''" ,,_ ,,, .: • •-•:.: ... , 
' ... , . ·: ·:· "''i' ·:• ...... 
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------ord-er dif-fe-rent-ial --equ-ati-on--is· nut ·-±nvari-ant---unaer ______ ----- -------- ------=---.. -- · -- · · --
any group. (see C'bhen_," Abraham, ''Introduction ·to the. 
Lie Theory", appendix - note 4). The following 
..... • t ,, 
discussion pertains to those second order differential 
equations which are invariant under a given group. 
Any transformation (1) has the effect of 
transforming the differential equation~x,y,y',y' ') = 0 
- by __ the transformation (13). _ Extending theorem 2 1 
. . 
to include the case of four variables, the equation 
f(x,y,y' ,y' ') = 0 is an invariant equation under 
the twice extended group (13) if U''f = 0 whenever 
the second order differential equation f~=·O. 
To obtain all the differential equations of the 




we have to solve the partial differential equation 
U f I f ~ \ f X + \ f y + '-( f y I + "'\_ I f y I I = 0 • 
., 
-- --A-s-seciated with this equa-t--ion -are the ordinary _differential 
equations . . . ' 
dy I dy I I 
_dx_,.~~ - dy ' -~·------:: --------


















·· .... -. ··-----··-· ··· --We -~saw. befor~- tha-t ·two lritegrals of thes~qnations ,~ ---~ Ff __ .... ---·-·· ·- - ·- · ···· ···· 
.. 
.... ~. 
·are u(x,y), u 1 (x,y,y 1_), 
'I+ I+ II ~ U X - 'U y ·· 'U y 1 
and ' II --- I 
- I 
=- - . ----- - -- -- ---- ----- - --- -\.. . I 0 f . d 11· d - " • Te 1.n a t 1.r- - --- ---- -------------- ---------- --·~- ----~-------------------,:cc 
independent integral, we may solve one of the equation1s 
\ . 
•,J! • • . . ~ 
.•' 
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f.irst using the equations u = c1, u' = c2 to eliminate 
• respectively y and y' from the first equation, x·and 
y' from the second equation, or x and y from the 
. 
third equation. That "'(' is linear in y" follows 
from the fact that 
\~'yr ~-y y') ,= I + '\_y y' + -~ y'' \_X -X ··-
•"fl, 
Thus each of the three differential equations can 
·-~-·'"--
be solved by integrating. twice. The result of. solving,. 
one of these equations is a third independent integral 
·of .the fo:rm u"(x,y,y' ,y") = c 3• An arbitrary function 
J :.1··/:of the in1:egrals u(x,y),:,_u 1 (x/y,y 1), and au(x;·y,yr;y-n) 
.. 
set equal to zero gives all differential equations 
of the second order invariant under the group. 
Anoth_e_r method for finding a third integral of 
...... 
.. 
. . the partial diffe~ential equation U'.'f = 0 is· given ,. 
,, 
in the follc;,~1ig consideration. Let ii(x,y). 
· and u'(x,y,y') be two independent integrals of 
(15)· 
Consider the differential equation 
u'(x,y,y') - a u(x;y) = ~, 
,/ 
,I 
- where a and ~ are constants. Since (15) is a linear 
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invariant under the group Uf. If we fix a,~then 
.. r ... , i , . . . -
corresponding to each~i3, there exiits-~ siilile infinity 
... : '• '" 
of 'integral ~urves. Allowing t3 to vary -c0ntinuously, 
(15) determines an in~inity of invariant·families, 
that.is, a double infinity _of integral curves, since 
each single infinity o·f integral curves is invariant . 
under the group. Differentiating (15)~we have 
U I + U I y I + U I y" t' - a~= 0 or du' du - X y y' ----+----.,...----- = a. u u y. 
·x y 
,;;. . ~-
Since the transformation ·(1; changes the integral 
-~- j 
curves int() iiltegI-al curves of the family, t ~u 1 - a 




















Uf. Therefore by group 
... 
2'' U" du' du - a - o· -
Since • constant, a l.S 






. . . . .. --- ·- .... 
'"':v .:. • ~· 
... 
~ .. ~. 
,f- ' 
·and du' /du is- an+c_iavariant of the twfre _ex.tended __________ ·--··---·------~ ~· --·------~---
~ 
group by theorem 1 1 • Now u' c~ntains y' which 
··-implie.s that 
' u' . -~ o 
. y' .,i .. 
du
' . . '' . must contain y . 
du I 
·Therefore du is a third. integral of U,''f ~- O. 
I 
,-
. Setting equal to zero an arbitrary function of these· 
three independent integrals gives all differential. 
equations of the second order invariant under the 
. . '
du' · du' , group. Thus we have f(u,u',au) = 0 or, du ·= F(u,u ) • 
. - . 
. . ' 
····· .: ... : .... : . ... · ........... .... :.: · ......... --- ...... . 
· . 
.s:i· .~ \, 
•, 
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APPLICATIONS TO LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
§1. ~efore applying the Lie theory to'first order 
linear partial differential equations, some theory of 
... 
complete systems is required. Let· us define 
Akf = Pk(x,y,z) fx + Qk(x,y,z) fy + Rk(x,y,z) fz, 
·k = 1, - ~ . . . r 
' . Then we have the/' 
Definittion: The partial differen.~ial equations - ;, 
A1f = 0, ···, Arf ~ o· ate called !ndependent 
.. 
-if and only if th~ equation 
J. 
~ 
Theoren1 10: If cf,(x, y, z) is a solution of each 
of the two independent linear homogeneous equations 
--- ----~ ~----- - Aif--= ·-p--1 ( x, y, z) f + .q1 (x,y,z) f + R1(x,y,z) f -' X y z 
<l. 
~. 
' f ·,y A2f _=:= -P2(x,y,z) f + qz(x,y,z) "f + R1(x,y,z) f -,.-.. X y z. 
-- -it -al-so· i~s. a solution of the equation 
,· 
= (A1P2 - A2_P1)£x + (A1~ - .A2Q1)fy 
+ (A1R2 - A2R1)fz = 0 
.. 
where (A1A2)£ is the alternant of A1 and A2. 
,.'. 
The proof of the theorem l.O follows directly from 
the definition of alternant. 
.. . •. - ---- - ... ... . . - •..... ;>, • - . 
- .... ' - ' . "' ...... --
0 











t ,.t .. ,_.., 
',! 
.. 
-· . -··· -·· •. G" - -· _ ... ..._.' - •• 
Theorem.11: Three independent linear homogeneous 
.~ partial differential equations in three variables 
have no solution in conunon other than a const··ant. 
- . 
Proof: Suppose 'P(x,y,z) is a solution, not constant, 
• three variables. Then, in 
' ., 
l 
Alcp - Pl</>x + Ql</>y + R1<f>z = 0 -
) 
A2cp P2<f>x + 'Q2<f>y + R2~z - = 0 -
A3'P - P3</>x + Q3<f>y + R3<f>z - o. - -
Since <I> is not constant, </>x' · <l>y, </>z are not all zero 
and hence ,· -
pl ·()\ '? 
~1 
~-,I.....\, 
= 0 . 
This implies that there exist functions 
/ 
;, 
01, \0:2, 03,, 
,, 
. " . 
•, 
Le.: A1 f = O, _ A2£ ,= 0; ,A.3f ·1.0 are dependent equations. 
L , .. 
This·r~completes the proqf of the theorem. 
\ 
_ ~ If A1 f = 0 and A2f = 0 · have .ia common solution 
cf,, theorem lQ. guarantees that,;~.' also satisfy the 
equation of the alternant of A1 and A2• But by 
.. , · theorem 11, there exist a1 (x, y, z), cr2.(x, y, z), cr3 (x, y, z) 
{ 
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.. Solving for the alternant, we have 
(16) 
~his result leads to the 
Definition: If A1 f = 0 and A2£· .= 0 are: an~findepfpdent 
• I 
.I,, pair of equations which satisfy (16), the pair 
·of equations is called a complete system. 
Theorem 12: If A1 f = 0 and A2 f = . 0 ha'Ve · a c0tnmon 
solution, they form a comp.lete system. 
Conversely, we state the I·· ..•. 
Theorem 13: If A1f = 0 and A2£ = 0 form a complete 
' system, .they have a connnon solution. 
Before proving theorem 13, it· is necessary t·o: sh.ow 
the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1-13: If A1f = 0 and A2f = 0 form a complete 
system, any equations which are independent linear 
·.,..: 
~ombinations of these also form·a complete system. 
(17). ~ ! 1£ = 1'1 (x,y.,z) A1f + µ1 (x,y,z) A2f = o· 
A2f ·= A2(x,y,z) A1f + ~2(x,y,z) A2f-= O. 
The equations (17) are independent provided 
A1µ2 ~ ~2µ1·i O. With ~his Testriction;· ~1f and 
···--·--·· -.-········"···· 
.. ·..... . ...... -- ~ .. - -. - - -
.) 
. , .. ·.·,,. 
,. •·i,"' 
', 
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A2£. Now consider (A1A2)£. From (17), we find aft~r _ 
some reduction 
' . 
Since A1f = 0 and A2£ = 0 form a complete system 
by hypothesis, · (A1A2)I is a linear homogeneolls function 
of A1f and A2f. Thus the first term on the right 
side of the above equation becomes 
This shows that (A1A2)£ is a homogeneous linear function 
of A1~£ and A2 f, hence of A1 f and A2 f, and hel1ce __ 
finally that A1f = 0 and A2f = 0 form a complete 
system. This proves lemma 1-13. 
. . 
We observe that any solution o-f both A1 f = 0 
apd A2£ = 0 is also a solution~£ A1f = 0 and 12£ = 0 




,_ ~ - - .r , l 
.. ~ if 'any common solution-· o·f one system is a COtlllDOll., ... 50,lUtiOD. J_:__---~--------
;'.'Y 
' of; the other. ,i 
Before .stating lemma 2-13,' we give, the following 
--
Definition: A complete system for which p1 = Pz = 0 
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Lemma 2-13: To a -given complete system there exists 
an equivalent Jacobian complete system. 
Proof: Let A1f = O and A2f = 0 be a complete 
-system. To find an equivalent system., we-·-solve the 
original system for two of the three partial derivatives 
fx, fy, f z· 
A2f - 0 are' -







A1f 0 and -- -
',/ 
Ql R 1 
' Q2 Rz 
are not all zero. In -particular, if the first of 
these determinants PlQ2 - QlP2 - D Io, we can 
solve 
and 
· Thus. , 






f and f 
• Solving, we have X y ., ,. -. 
=~2R1D -
P 1 R f - fz, l 2 - -Rl say -z 
' 
. -- - - --- - ---- - --- . 





- -R2 fz, say. 
__ X1 ___ ~-- ~-~ f x +_ ~l-~f z = o 
, ' • ,. . '. . -\ -i 
A2 £ = £ Y + R2 f z = o 
'i~ an equivalent system. If we choose A1 = Q.2/D, 
-. 
-Q1/D., A2 =· -Pz/D, P1/D, and • µ1 - µ2 - require -
that ~ -1 :f O, the (17 1 ) J\1µ2 - A2µ1 = D equations 
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J 
.r · become of-_ the for1'} -(17) which are in4ependent. Also,,_, 
since · (A1A2)f = A1 (A2f) - Az(Aif), 
(A1A2)f = A1 (fy + f 2fz) - A2(fx + R1fz). 
On carrying out the indicated operations we find that 
.. 
(A1A2)f = (-A2R1 + A1R2) fz • 
. f 
But we know that A1 f = 0 and A2f = 0 form a complete 
system so 
(18) . -. .,. 
1-· 
J '., 
= P1(fx + Rl fz) + Pz{fy + Rz fz). 
Sipce fx and fy are not contained in (18), p1 = p2 = O. 
Hence (A1A2)f = 0. This completes the proof of , 
lemma 2-13. 
·:'-,.· 
·---- ·-- ----····- ---· --··- -------·····-"'-··------"--~-:-:-:-,·-·::-----·:-·- .......... -·-··-·········-···---; --·-··· -··--··-·· :..,. ····-·-·"··-·'·- . --- .. _., .. 
To show that a Jacobian complete system has 
a solution, . let . A.1 f = 0 and A2f = 0 be a Jacobian 
complete system. Then (A1A2)f = A1 (A2f) - A2(A1f) = O. 
If ~(x,y,z) and v(x,y,z) - are independent~solutions 
of A1f = O, a?y arbitrary furictio~ of ~ a~d __ v wi_l,l . ·. 
1---_ __::___-:--:--:_ ..~ ... ---Q~-i--Q-~-H,-;_ ·r-~s:-· ~e~qrruatror1c~-~--we now wish to find -a 'function 
F(u,ll) . Sl.lCh th.iiF(U·;:yY"IS ~i'SO a·solution of A2f = o. 
- . 
~ow ~2F = FY + R2 F 2 ., . 
.•. ·--- --•-•·-·------•--··•-~-~--• --~'"·-----··------~--- - -- -----~---~-- ' -·-----·--··-···--···-··-···-----··-----·- --- .~ ,I ,,fl' -- ----* -----
~) 
= F u + F v + R2 (F u + F v) uy vy uz vz 
(19) = Fu A2 u + Fv A.2 v ·= O. 
!J.: 
..., __ ..J 
l 
r -- ... . I , 
.. 
; . ·-'-~-'--~~ ... .....:~;-=,~·--·-,.___~~",;___,.; __ ,_, .... c .. J.., ~ ·--~«-~ ··-·'-·=·: •.... ,,'. _______ ..... ·-------··--·- ----· ___ .,,_ .. _, , ..... ____ ,.: ,.-... o-.. ,.,a.:., .... _, ____ ,_ ---~-----, ..... --.--~_,. ... ~:. ,·c- , •. -_.:.·~--~-~~-_,--.,,-4-'~----~---c-~-~,,.,.,.c,."'---~"' ··.=---.,...,....~- ...:., . .....:.,....:c~ ..•. ,.;..._:,~::.... ___ :·";- .. '---'·:--",:-:---··--··. ,~---- ..:..,::._-.---.:. .. '. ... ----~--··-:"··---·-··.:.. _,_ 
1 ·~ 
:.;, - , .. 
~-
·.- _- .. --- --------- --~-- -------:-:·--
,·-: 
.. -- --- - ..... . - - -\;~ 
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Substituting for u and v in the· alternant of A and· 
.1 
A2 gives the equations 
A1 (A2u) - A.2 (A1 u) = o 
Since A1u = 0 and K1v = 0, 
A1 (A2u) = O and A1 (A2v) = O. 
we have 
Hence 
and X2v = ~(u,v). Thus (19f becomes 
that 
K2u 
(19') ~(u,v) Fu+ ,(u,v) Fv = O. 
- ~(u, v) 
-
A solution of this equation is a soluti~n of the 
, 
Jacobian complete system A1f = 0.- and A2f == O. 
As a result of the lemmas proved in connection with 
this theo~~~, the solution of (19 1 ) i~ also a solution 
, 
. 
of ·the compl-ete system A1 f. = 0, A2f = O. Thi-·s - , · 
completes the proof of the theorem t3. 
The theory of complete systems just presente(l 
may be enlarged in the same manner to include 
- homogeneous linear equations in n variables-·. , 
' 
- .,, 




L__..,,_· __ ·;.::?'" ~-~-----J--,~~------t--T-t--JO-~ind thE!.'-soll:'.lt"i~ ~~f "aey- c~lete syst~~~------~~~-~- __ _ 
'···· ~--' -' 
__ A1 f = 0, A2_£ = 0, first let u(x, y, z) and~v(~y, z) __ -.. _ 
bi independent solutions of A1f = 0. Any function 
... 
F(u,v) is also a solution of A1f = O. We wish to 
- ---- -- ----- - ------ ---- --- -- - ________ .. ____ _ 
find a particular function F(u,v) which is a solution 
of A2 £ = O, that is, we wish to ha'le A2F(u,-v) 

































solution. If A2u / O, our equation may be written 
F + A2V F = O. ~. SiilCe some F(u, v) must satisfy 
u A2u ,v 
I 
_, 
this equation, and F and F are functions of u and 
- . U V 
v, it follows that !i~/A2u is a function of u and v. 
It remains only to solve A2F = 0 for the function 
which is a solution of the complete system. 
An alternate method for find~ng the solution 
.o:f a complete :system is gj.ven by the following method. 
Let 'P(x, Y,. z) be a solution of the complete 
system A1 f = O, - A2f_ = 0 •. Since_ the equations 
Al~ cp ~ ,pl ·,cp + Ql _g, + Rl. cp = O. 
·x l y , z ., 
A2'P = P2 <j,x + Q2 'Py_+ R2 c/?z = ·O 
are independent, the. three partials 'Px' 'Py, cf>z 
are ptop·ortional to Q1R2 - Q2R1 , R1 P 2 - R2P1, 





de/)= cf, dx + cp .dy + cp dz= 0 
X y Z 
ff, 
Sblvihg ~equation (20) yields the solution of the 
§3. Having developed enough preliminary theory about 
.,\ . 
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. complete systems, we may now examine the problem ..... , ................... _ 
of invariance of a linear partiapl di'f f erential equation: 
under a group of transformations. 
Consider the first order linear homogeneous 
equation 
.. 




.. If .(21} ... i_s trans£ armed b_y __ _ 
:,..· . ,:- ·.-. , ..... " 
·1'l>. 
... 
x1 = ~(x,y,z) 
Yi-·= ~(x,y,z) 
z1 = )'(x,y,z), 
:t·he resulting equa~ion is 
(22) 
-
-·~. . . 
··:::..·.,. 
w.he:re A<j, A~., AY. are to be expressed.as functions 
of xl, Yi, zl. 
We wish to find the condition for (21) to 
be invariant under the group Uf == ~ f + 1' f + ~ f • ~ X \ y Z 
The equation (21) has two ind~pendent solutions ~land 
~~- and any ·solution is 'i function of ~land ~i· 
~r-£--i:he -differen-tial equation is left invariant- y· 
~ 
;,,_;·,,,. ' 
a set of transformations, either ~l and ~2 transf arm f, · 
into themselves or into functions of themselves. 
From (9) Chapter 1, 
cf,i (x1,Y1,z1) 
Ii,.: 
= cf> • ( X, y, Z )' + U cf>. t + U Z c/>. t 2 /2 ! + • • • 
1 . 1 1 
. ----
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.· ........ _ where. _ i - 1 2 Lt is clear that if ~ (x v z ) 
....•... -·· .• , •• ·•. 
-
..... '. -•···· ·"·
- . ~--- ···•·· 
·--
. . .ce •• , •• , .. c ~1-- ~---1-Jc . .,l.c.l-'- .. ·± .. ·.. . ---·-•·----·-.,-·-· .. ---". ... -~,--.-···" ·····:" . 
are functions ·of. c/>1 an~ c/>2 for. al_l, t and under every 
-
transformation of the group, it ---is necessary that 
(23) 
To see the sufficiency of this condition, note that 
U2c/>i = UUc/>i = UFi(c/>1,c/>2) 
:-: . -,_. :·· , .. .. -· -·· ... • .·:;..:.;. ;, -
. . . .... 
~• .. ~_. .. ..... - .. _._ ·:: . . - ,:; ~ . ·, ... "-'·"•·- ... -; . ' ... .:. ' . ; ~ .. 
But this last expression is a function of cpl and 'P2 • 
Similarly, if Ukc/>i is a function of <P1 and ~2, it 
. k+l foll·ows that U <Pi 
~ -
is also a function of <P1 and 
<P2• This gives the 
Theorem 14: The equation (21) with indepen-dent 
integrals <P1 and cp2 is invariant under Uf if and only 
if 
(23) i = ·1,2. 
The condition ··of invariance can be express_ed 
in ter~s of the d~ff~rential equation itself. 
':> . . 
. . . 
. - .... -~- ,- . 
.. 
, : . .:. ·: -,~: " ·,. .' ~ . : .. 






.-.- (24) (UA)f = (UP - A ) f + (UQ - A . ) f X . y 
+! (UR - A )£ = o. z 
I.f Af = Q,,__~i.s-.an invar.iant equation under the group 
.. -· -.. '. '· .. _· ~ 
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Uf; and if c/>1 an-d </>2 · are solutions of Af = O, 
,. "'"\. , -
then cpl an~ c/>2 are solutions of (24)·. 
..., 
is seen 
by the fact- that , ... 
(UA)</>i = UA</>i - AU</>i =,U(O) - AFi{<k1 ,c/>2) = 0 
where i = 1,2. Since (21) and (24) have the same 
solution, (UA).f must be ·a multiple of Af, that is, 
(UA)f = A(x,y,z) Af • 
.., 
"'u•a,,... 
Convers~ly, when (UA)f = A(X,y,Z) Af., (21) and (24J 
have the· same solutions, for {UA) cf>~· = UAc/>. --- AU,cf,. , 
. 1 1 1 
i = 1, 2. But Ac/). = 0 and thus A(Uc/>.) = O. This 
1 1 
says that· <P. are solutions of (21) and U</). must 
1 fl 1 . ,.. . 
:;:y . 
- . 
be functions of cpl and ~2 • We now have the 
Theorem 15: Af -= 0 is invariant under the group 
< 
Uf if and only if ,.(UA)f = ·"A(x,y,z) Af. 
'-. §4. The requirement that Ai = 0 be an invariant 
equation under Uf implies that Uf = 0 and Af = 0 
form a complete system. This reqt.1:irement is of use 




·- ... .... • ·--~)- !~"- -·· ,..,. ... 
· .- .. -.-.·_ .. ,--. -- -,·_--~b~~t CO'.[llplet:·e'·--syst:-eriis-· ·1:·o fi-~d one~ solution of Af = 0~. 
.. 
~ If ¢(x, y, z) is a· solution- of the compl~te syst~m, 
we may find a second by the following consideration. 
Suppose z is present in c/>. If we make a change of 
variables z = 'P(x,y,z)· fbr z, by (10) Chapter 1, 
....., . : ,:,i 
.. -. ------~-···--....... . .-1 
' 
-. J 
':. -·· '-·•-·- ···-·· -· . . . .. . -- ..... _ ..... "·----
. ,'7>_ 
1 . 
- -,-.:.-... -~·--.. ~ '·- ---· : -- .---. 
' ' '· ~ '' ' 
~r~~ Mt?f1S~~17%~1~~~;~2~]_J_-)i~~\~J~F~=@3~_{_~~~~~~·~~5{5{t~:$:~)0~~~~(~;~:~:~f ~'.~~-~~ 
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·-- ..... _ 
_-; 
- - ,:- ·- I R • 
·- . 
., 
.- . -.... 
··· .. 
•\ 
Af and Uf become, 
. Af = P(x,y,Z)fx + Q(x,y,Z)fy = o .... 
0£ = ;. (X,y,i)f + ~ (x,y,z)f ~- ') ~ - X \, ··_y 
... 
In these equations, 
and 
~(x,y,Z) = uz = U</> = o 
R(x,y,z) = Az = A~-~ O. 
The problem reduces to that of solving the ordinary ·-
differential equation .Q dx - P dy = 0 which is 
invariant under Uf. Methods for the solution of this 
equation were given.in Chapter 2. 
Before proceeding further with the theory, 
. 
·w·e-.'·give the important Jacobi(s identity. 
are three homogeneous linear partial differential 
. expressions inn variables, 
(25) 
Proof: We know that (A1A2)f = _A1 (A2f) ~ A2(A1f). 
Succe·ss~ve_ app.l~_cat-ion_ of .. tJ;l,is deftnition_ giv_es. ~~~-~ 
. . 
identity imme_diately, f·or 
( (A1A2)A3) f = A1A2A3f - A2A1A3f. - A3A1A2f + A3AzA1 f, 
((A2A3)A1)f = A2A3A1f - A3A2A1f - A1A2A3f + A1A3A2f, 
~' -, -._:;_,_/ y • 
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.··.· .' . 
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-5·4-
.... , ' 
The sum, of the right-hand· members ·of the· three above 
, • •• - •· • • •••• _)>· equations is zero.· This ~stablishes the iientity /. 
) ' 
'!=,o be.,t proved. 
§5. A linear partial differential equation may 
1· 
be~invariant under .more than one group. 
. ·······--'"c• ... ,·,-·,::·-·· ·. . . --.. - ··-·-- ---· ...... . 
Definition: If there exist no constants a1 and 
a and function p(x,y,z) such that 
.. 2 
a1 u1f + a 2 u2f + p(x,y,z) Af = O, 
the two groups u1f and u2£ _ar~ c~lLed distinct 
with respect to the equation Af = O. 
('" 
The condition of invariance of a linear partial 
. .. 
differential equation invariant under two distinct 
groups is given by the following 
Theorem 16:~ If Af = 0 is invariant under distinct 
groups u1 f and u2f, ft is also invariant under (u1 u 2)f. 
Proof: If Af = 0 is invariant under the distinct 
groups u1f and u2£, (U1A)f = ~2 Af. By-~Jacobi's 
identity,, . (U1Uz)A)f + {(UzA)U1)f ·+ ((AUl)Uz)f .= o. · 




. But. by prrpp,.erties of the alternant and· Stibsti·t·ution- -
of the above equations, 
ul AzA)f - (Al (AUz), - UzA1A) f 
•,. •l(hc.,,,. ;i'i ,., 
~\ . 
.. ..-t· 
. ' ,.. • # •! . 
"': . ·,:, ·'· ~- • . 
. . '.,;·: 
·~-
I . . .··. 
. . .. -
'• ·, . . .. 
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= (-A2(A1A) - U1A2A)f - ~-A1(A2A) - U2A1A)f 
= -(A21'1A)f- - (U1"A2:A)f + (1'1 "A·zA)f + (U21'1A)f tt . . ; - ' --· ... ;.,, . :~. 
.. 
Hence. we see that 
(U1Uz)A)f = (U1A2 - UzA1)Af. - - i' . . . .-~ ·,--. 
'o,; 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If (U1lf2)f c'anmot be put in the form 
•• ·-· --·--- • - ----- - •••• ,. ' 
• •h• .: .... ··- .... 
where a1 ~ a 2 are constants·, ·· -(u1u-2)f ·· .. i·s ·· d·is tifict ~-r·o11f· .. ~ .... ,.,., --:-·. ~-:--
·· ,._. ".:"'.-:· ..... , __ . ····~·, _, __ .. ···-······-· 
I 
u1f aqd u2~ with respect to the equation Af = O. 
Thus (u1u2)f is a third group under which the diffe~ential 
equation ~f = 0 is invariant. The theorem above 
.. ,.. 
may be applied successively to produce more i~variant,: 
groups. We note, however~ -that four first order 
homogene9us linear partial differ_ential expressions: 
in three variables are dependent. Thus 
,.__; 
(u1u2)f = a 1 (x,y,z) u1f + a 2 (x,y,z) u2£ + p(x,y,z) Af. 
If a 1 ~d a 2 are constant, (u1u2)£ is not distinct 
. 
. . . from u1 f and u2f. ·. The theory in the case of three 
, r 
var'iables can easily be extended(to n variables. 
-·~ ., .......... ,.,~-~_.,.,.,. .... _,., ....... -. .,.;··· .. ·-~-:~.!. ··.· ........... Th~-----~~.th9<?.: ..... 9c.;~ .... ~:9 .. !~.~~-!:9g_ ... ~9f,".~~ .. -,.1.i.q._~~r ..... P.,arti.al. ·- ,._ .. "·-«- '-'·" -~·c:.c,;.- -· ·.·- ·,··. 
' ). . 
differential equation, Af = 0, invariant under two 
distinct groupsJ is necessarily divided into two 
? 
catagories. In case A it is supposed that a relation 
; 
. ' . 
( 
.··: ,_J 
.. , ' 
·~' 
1 
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,;_·1 
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.... _.., .. 
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'•, 
- '" •.. ' .• -~.'. -· ,. -~ u. ' ·" ••. - . ·- ..• ' .. 
':._-. 
- - - •• -·· •-••u•-• -•-J•-•·-·- -· ·- -
'-····------------' 




exists ?here u1 f ·and· U 2£ are distinct groups._ .. C.ase ;··· -
B assume·s no such linear relationsfu.ip and a method 
of solution- .depends upon the ~basic equality 
(u1u2)£ = a1(x,y,z) u1f + a 2(x,y,z) u2£ + p(x,y,z) ~ ... 
which always exists. 
_ Case A: Suppose u1f, u2£,· Af are related by the equation, 
~ ~ l 
.(26) -- ····· _ ,_ Y2.~ = cx(~,y,z) Ulf + p(x,y,z) Af 
where a is ?ot c6nstant and u1 f l;lnd u2f are distinct.. 
groups. We shall first show that a is -a solution 
of Af = O. 
We know that Af = 0 is invariant under u2f. 
Hence (U2A)f is a multiple of Af. But 
(UzA)f = ((au1 + pA)A)f = -(A(O'.ul +·pA))f 
= (-(A(aU1)) - (A(pA)))f 
= ((aU1)A) - (A(pA)))f 
=. (a(U1A) - AaU1 - ApA)f 
= a(U1A) f - AaU1 f - ApAf 
. 
= ~Al Af - ApAf - Aa u1£ 
: 
.... . . 
. . .,; . ~ ~ .. - ' 
·' • ..J. 
.. 
' • • • ;_,, ~ •. ! ··-- .,. ,, .•. -, .· ••. 
-. 
. ___ _ _ ~-~---=-~-~ _···· : _ __ , _ . . = ( a~1 - Ap)Af ;_ A& U1:r.: ' -- .. - · 
/ · · ·.SinCe.ir1£ .fs riOt ··er1;1al, .i~;,•--lr-1---f-is-~~t~a ~ltipl;t 
._ - ~--, ,c,;;·;._. _,_ • .:....· ~·.:, .··-: .... :...·. :-,-~ ... ·. ':_J, 
~, . .. ~. l. ~: 
. 
·.":- ,,; 
.. ~ ~ I f ta . . I ' 
of Af, (U2A)f is a multiple of Af only if Aa = Oo 
-1 --- --
Therefore,,_a is~ one of two independent solutions of 
Af = O. 
j.••. ·-
: ~•·· . 
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To find a second indep~ndent solution, ~e. 
c·onsider ene of the following three methods.··· 
- ' - . "" .... ' - •'t'-
1. We saw earlier in this.chapter (23) that if Af = 0 
... ,: 
is invariant under u1f, u1a is ·a·solution of Af = 0. 
If u1a is distinct from a, we are finished. If u1a · ~- . 
is a function of a, we go to method 2. 
2. If u1 a is a function of a or a non-zero constant, 
a second independent integral .. C?f Af = 0 may be obtained 
-·-·-· ....... ,, ...... . 
by one of the follow~ng two methods. 
- j 
. :a.· By methods. ~arly in this chapter ·we can find the. 
~ 
s;olution common to the complete system Af = 0, u1 f = 0 
o:r .. ,, Af = 0, u2£ =~0. This second integral is independ'ent 
-of a since we assumed that u1 a :/ O. 
b. If ~- i~ not independen,t of z, that ts, az :/ OJ 
we saw before that the change of variables z = a(x,-y,z) 
.£.·or z reduces the differential equation to 
P(x,y,z)f + Q(x,y,z)f = o. 
X y 
An integration gives the required int~gtal. 
' ' 
. - . -: ... -· :• 
,...~ .. 
j. ,,.:,.._;<.;. 
• : 3. If u1 a = 0, a second integral may be found by a . . . , .... ·.. .. .... , 
' . 
'------i ·. 
_ .._ • _. -·- J- .-.... _ : .. ·...: _______ .,_ -·-·-- :. • -~..:... r-- ... · .... ·---- ·1· - .. ----·-- ·--·-·-· ---- _ __'__ ~~ ~. -~----l--- -
:-~~--· . ~ .... - ~etho<L~-se!u-Eien -iw~n -~ariy iri -the Chapter.~---Th-e 
i 








. .. . · . -· . . . . /. ·- . ~- -t...; . . ...... ~ ~ . - .-·· . ' . . . . . 
-·-··"··--·· ·· ··· -· ~- ch·ange· · of variables z = c/>(x, y, z) for z allows the 1 ·• 
equation and group to take the form 
'r.,. 
v 
!£ = P(x,y,i)f1 + ~(i,y,i)f -= o, 
, .. X y 
Of= -(x,y,z)f. y 
. - ... ~ ~ -- .. -· - ~4!.. ~-. ·- ' - -- _, .. -~- ··-· - __ <....--__....__ -~~~.,.___,_,J.J.-~1:-..._. ' . ~ ,;. •; ,. • :.- ••I • • ,. • 
· .. ,,' 
~ .- •• : •• -;;.-·. - • ~.- -:··' > 
1--: ·•·· ,,.... 
···-· ·,•.·-. ;r . ,' ."» 
. . . . .. . .. Solving the ordinary di£ f erential equation 
.•.•.......• , .•. ,., .• _ ....... '."'·!!~·-~, ..... , ..•.. ,.,-.,,.,,.. ......•. ,.--•·"' . ··~--·· ..... , ., . . . . ,_ ·-·- . • . ~ . : ... :; :.~·. - -· . . . . . ' :_. 
. . Q dx - P . dy = 0 yields a second integral of Af = O. · 
lo 
Case B: If (21) does not exist., we know ·that, in any 
case, (u1u2)£ = a1 (x,y,z)U1£ + a2 (x,y,z}U2f + p(x,y,z)Af. 
. : \I 
Assuming that a 1 and a 2 are not constant, we. shall : 
shew that a1 and a 2 are solutions of Af = O. By" 





















)A)f = ((a1u1 + a 2u2 + pA)A)f = -(A(a1u1 + a2u2 + pA))f 
= -((A(a1u1)) + (A(a2u2)) + (A(pA)}}f 
. ~ ~-
= (((a1u1)A) + ((a2u2)A) - (A(.pA)))f 
, ·= (a1 (U1A) - Aa1u1 + a 2 (u2A) - Aa2u2 - ApA)f 
= a 1 A1Af - Aa1Uif + a2A2Af - Aa2u2f - ApAf 
= (a1 Al - a 2A2 - Ap)Af. - Aa1u1 f - .Aa2u2£. 
Since no linear relation exists between Af, u1£ and 
u2£, -((u1u2)A)f is a multiple of Af only if Aa1 = 0 
and Aa2 = 0. Hence a 1 and a 2 are solutions of Af = 0. 
We now consider several cases. 1 ... 
of a1 and a 2 .• 
i 
2. If, however, ~l. is a function of the variables and 
a
2 
is a function of a 1 o+ constant, we may use the fact 
that u1a 1 and u2a1 are integrals of Af = 0 as seen in 
''""/ I 
./ 
~ - . . -~. ~ . 
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(23). If either is an independent dilution of a 1 , 
..... -· ' .... , . ··-'··· 
. . .. .. . . . 
• •• •' o , .>-,, ;-. , • , .... •, 1 • I ., , ••. ,• •• · ) ••,~.- «- ,._, •' • ...... '-• I, 
. ..... ·-· , ..... 
·, it may be taken as. a second indJ:hpendent solution of 
Af = O. 
·the si·tuation is reduced to that of ·case. A-2 
·"- . "· ' 
a. orb 
' 
for finding a second independent solution. 






' -· '--··- _! ____ --,........_,_;_ 
... ·····- . . ... - ' . .. ... .. ,_,, --····· ····-·· . -~---· ................ . - .... -. .. , .. .,.,. .. _, ..• -· . -·· ····-·---------. ········-···-···"·--· 
b. If neither u1a 1 nor u2a 1 is zero., consider the group ·1 
Vf = u2a 1 u1 f - u1 ~l u2f, which leaves Af ;:: O invariant . . . ..... . 
and va1 = O. This reduces to the situation o~ a. 
4. If a1 = a1 and a 2 = a 2 ;where a1 and a 2 .are both 
constants, .the solution eonunon to Af = 0, u1 f = 0 
~ ) 
and Af = 0, u2£ = 0 may be found 'by methods given 
iJl this chapter for solving complete ·systems. These 
two solutions will be independent since there do~s 
I 
not exist a linear relation between Af, u1 f, u2£,. a:S w~; 
saw by theorem 11. 
If a1 and a 2 are. both constant as ...... in 4,f p_ov_e, 
:::\_ . - .. - ... . 't ~ • - - .. ~ ~~)-- .~ . ,. ~., 
. ,, ·····•.·• /: ~-"-·: ~- ·we ·s11a11··sl:iOW fha.t at :reas·t· C>~e~ntegrating .factor 
.... ___ ,. . .. of. the equations of ihe ._fqrm (20). arising fr,om the 
complete -sy·stems Af = 0., u11"= 0 and A~= 0, u2£ = 0 












a. if a 1 = a 2 ·= o. Here (u1u2)f = pAf. Since Af =·o is 
invariant under Uf., {U2A)f = A2Af. Let 4'{x,y,z) be 
a common solution of the complete system Af=O_ap.d 
~f = O. Then {u1u2)c/> = u1u 24' - u 2u1 c/> = pA</, = 0 
and {U2A)c/> = u2A'P - AU2 'P = M'P = O. Since u1u2 4' = 0 
·· and Au2_q, = O, u2 ct> is a Solution both of u 1 f = O and. 
Af = O, and this implies that u2 ct> is. a function of cf>, 
say. F(c/>) .. _ Since Af, = 0., u.1 f · ~- ~, u2f = 0 are independent, 
,.. 
tney have no common solution and hence F(</l) :/ O. If 
we choose u2cf> =_1, 
A'P = Pf/>x + Q4'y +.Rc/>z = 0, " 
-Ul cf> tJ ~ 1 c/>x + "'\.1 </>i + ~1 c/>z = O' 
_,/ 
, tJ2 </) :;:: , ~ 2 cf> X + ""'-2 </> y + ~ 2 cf> Z = !I; • 
1'h.es-:e th·ree equations may be solved ·taniquely f:.or ~·<t>x,. 
</>y, c/>z. Thus we have 
R 0 P R 0 p Q 0 
'1 ~-1 0 ,\ \!;l Q ~/1 '\ 0 . -~-1 ., .. ; .. . ,., .. ,,, ___ .,.,. 
' ~:~ ... ,n Ii' 
- --·-~; ::·.J _--~~--::."'.:._-~ .. ~~-~-..'.~-~=~.::c~- .·---==-:-::. -·~r·--::-··-------- --· 
!z ~2 \2 '2 1 
.... 
. cp . = --. "'2 __ ~2_-· .. _. 1_ 
X .. · ·.,-4.'.-
where -~ = F Q R . 
.''\ 
'S. 1 "'\.1 '51 
~2 ~ \2 
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./ ~ Dese determine the total differential 
~ 
.. . '· . 
dr/> = r/>x dx + i/>y dy + r/>z dx. 










. . ~~: .... 
' ' I :,; 
This result can be seen by. expanding the determinants 
- . 
of cpx! 'Py' r/>z and substituting in the total differential 
' 
.. 
of cp. In the same manner, if ~ is a corinnon solution 
' 
... 








It is evident that the determinant~ is the required 
integrating-fact~r. I. . 
b. Either, a 1 or a2 is equal to. zero. Supp_o.se a 2 _ == ,O •. " 
.,. --~· 
··~Th.en (U1 u2)f =· a1ui f + pAf. If .~ furnishes a common···· ...... ~~ 
. ' ' 
solution of Af = 0 and u1 f "." 0, u2ct> = F(cf>) / O. 
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Ii" -- l..' p Q l 
cf> 
'i 1 '-1 \l'' 
A --
A second independent solution may be found by the method 
given in case A-3 or the common solution of Af = 0, 
u2£ = 0 may be found by methods given early in the 
' .. -
chapter for· solving cornplete systems. 
c. if. ,a1 l Q and~ a2 i O, con~ic;ler -the two ·groups, · : · 
Vf = a1 u1 f + a 2u2t and u2£. - The alternant of V and 
u2 is given by (VU2)f = a 1V£ + a1pAf. Thus the 
inva~iant groups V and u2 are distinct. :Thi.s reduces 
the problem to the case b. 
. 
1. - . 
- ------ - _____ .....,_ -- - ,.,. - -- ----- - - - . 
. . . 
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· F·URTHER .APPLICATIONS -TO .SECOND. ORDER EQUATIONS .- ..... 
'~- I.· ...... A more extensive study of second order ordinary 
differential equations may now be given. 
§1. Consider the equation 
I 
. . 
~- r ·.~ 
(27) " ( 'f) y = F x,y,y . 
Now dy'/dx = F(x,y,y') and when this is combined 
: .. ~··. 




.. ; ... ~- ~ 
·._.l • • lfl ... 
• .• 






.- . ··-'-~ ... : ,; ~·. -~ ~ '~· :. _-: . ,., .... : .. {·•· --~· . ·-··- .·-.: . -
' 
. -· ., 
d I dx d . 
FZx,y,y') - 1 - 7 ,, - . - - • 
If u(x,y,y') and v(x,y,y') _are integrals o·f (2._·8).,, 
eliminition of y' from the equations u = a.,. v· =· b 
yields the solution,of (27) • 
. 'h 
We observe that equations (28) are also·the 
associated differential .equations of the partial 
d::Lfferential equation 
· (29) Af = fx + y'fy + F(x,y,y')fy, = 0. • · 
Thus any solution of (29) is an integral of (27). 
<;:: 
"!4. 
-~-f ,. thei :, equation y". = F (x, y, y 1 ) .. is invariant under Uf, 




. ,_ . --,~' ... -
.: .,; • ~ -· - '. ·c-::- .·-. --=-"-.• -:· ·-··-.... ,.' -~- :_: ., •...•. ' •.• 
. , -. . .. ~ .' 
extended group· U'f. Consequently U't transforms u 
,and v into functions of u and v, so that we have 










~-~------.. --·-----· .· --. ~------ the __ p.artial 4if-f-e-~ent-i·al----equation -(1~}----1s---invaria:nt-
....... ·. :;_ · ... 
r·· 
under U'f. The method described in Chapter 4 gives 
the solution of a linear partial differential equation 
invariant under a group. \ 
§2. If y" = F(x,y,y') is invariant under the 
two groups u1f and u2£, the corresponding partial 
differential equation 
' :( 
is invarj.ant under the on·ce ext_ended groups u1 'f 
1 '' 
·-- --- -· .......... ···-,···---·----·-.. --."."- .. • .... _ - . -... ------- -- ·-·· -~·-· ..... '. ···----··-· ···-·-········--· .......... ····- ····-······ .. 
. . 




1 f. Methods of. solution of a linear partial 
··- id.ifferential equation invariant under two distinct. 
groups were given in~Chapter 4. 
§3. As we saw in Chapter 4, the method of solution 
' 
··of a linear -partial differential ,equa.tion invariant 
under: two distinct groups is complicated and involves 
a number of special cases. In this chapter, it will 
become evident that the use of "r-parameter groups 
of infinitesimal transformations" simplifies the method 
, 
of solution. 
~ :--:-~·-· - ... ·- -· . . 
).-•. ,c · - _\ ;. _: _ ... _ _ - .C.onsider a- set of infinitesima-1 -tra.nsfo·rmati-ons 
:·.•:,. 
-of the operators u1--' • • • ,.ur·' · the resultant tran·sformations 
may or ,~ay not be independent· of u1 f, • •· ·, Urf. We are 
concerned only with the case in which all new 
( 
. 1_~,.#" . 
.Jb: 
' 
., •··••··-•·•••••'a ... ."~-~-•••• -·-·.,C-'-4.•••.:.{'..•-,-·,•--;..,~....__,, ........... ,."•'-~"""~•-··'-~-,'\~~......L-•,-•.'.'" __ .,;.L..C'-~~~::....."••·"-:.·.••-•;_,.,,+:-•u:..:.~~--"""'...; 0 • ~ ·~....,.....,..~,.,-~~~-·~..,-,.--, .- : -..... ~+:' ' ...... ·-,;; __ ,___ ... , ..... - ~ ... -.. : .. -. ~·· -·-
\~ :.,· '. 
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--t~~formatio-ns are· linearly dependent on the original 
·' 
set u1f,·~·,Urf. 
Definition:, If u1 f, ·~~,Ur£ are r linearly "independent 
transformations having the prope~ty 
.(30) 
where· 8::iJk: isr:constant and i,j,k = 1,··· ,r, 
- .... 
the set of .infinitesimal transformations· co·nsisting 
of (30} and'tt.~,all linear combinations of· the u--1 s is 
····--··-.. ·~·"···-··------:-"'':·· ='":····•::•:-- ... .., .~-- ....... '.""--~ --·-· .••.. ··- ....... -. ·--- ... . 
called an r-parameter group of infinites-imal 
-
---·- · -·------ - --·-·-. --,~ --->- · ----····-·· ·-·- -cransf ormations. . . .. . 
- - - .... - ·----"-· .... - -· ____ ,_ . --- --··-···\'' .. , . .:._~ ·----·-- ·. -~--·-
--Q 
,_.,,-r 
Obviously, an r-parameter group of infinitesimal 
~ 
transformations is determined by any r linearly 
_,,; .) 
independent transformations of the __ gr~up. 
We now pr6ve the 
,. 
Theorem _17: If a ·second order differential equation_ 
is invariant under the groups u1f and u2£, it is 
invariant under (u1u2)£. 
' . 
Proof: It was shown early in this chapter that if· 
u1f and u2£ leave r-'' ,= F(x,y_,y') .. inv.ariant., t~~- -·· ,. ,-·-· 
• "\,; . • .• • •. •· S .•• -~·'·- -··· • •• •·: • ·•. _.;.. •" .'. • •.••• • • __ ... ,: .•• • ••• · ,-- .. ·c . - . • , .•. ·- .. ;,_ ·-rrv 
1-----.----~-~--- extended cra.ns ormations u1 '£ and u2 '£ leave 
. ,., 
.... . .. 














. .- • ., I 
.. 
t .. -·-. ·:. -;,., - •.· ~ -~ ' t;·· 
;-: .. ·-....... -.. , --~ .... , -., .. - ········~· . ., .. -·-- ··-·- --·"''"""'·'" . ~ - ·. ', Af ~- £~·+ -y,:1:Y··+ i(X~-y,y~Jf;·~·-·;; 'Cr-·rnvar1ant. · ·· By···- -- -·-.-·---- .. <-. -~ -~---- · : , 
. .., . 
theorem 16 (U1 ' U2 ' ) f le~v~S .. Af = 0 invariant. It 
can be shown that (u1 •u2 ') f = (U1 u2) 'f (see Cohen, 
Abraham, Introduction to the Lie Theory, note 5~ appendix). 
,;.,~ ... ,. •.. . 1· •·ot\Ji:n3-• 
··'., ·'-\" .•.. ~.-
...... 
''."• •·· • """ •• , ,••·'-•~·c.,,.•.,cc.,.·. 
... ~ : - • 7 : . :- • • ,- • 














This completes the proof of theorem 17. 
It can be shown (Cohen, Ibid., p. 143) that the 
. .:. I 
maximum number.gf linearly independent infinitesimal 
transformations leaving a second order differential 
. -- .. ·- . -···-· - ····-·-·· - ----· --- ----------·--- ···- ·----- ---- -----··-------·····-···--·-······- --------- -~- -- --...--··--------~-
equation invariant is eight. Any other. infinitesimal 
transformation leaving the differential equation.invariant 
is a linear combination of u1f,•••,U8f. By theorem-17, 
:., I,:~ 
...• ,-,,,. O",'- . .,,,. ""' -,~.,,.",;,,,c,. :_ •e'1•,••: .. ·--'·:~..: ·.~;:.,;;._;-~.,;_.,-~~.;. :.-,.··-•·•·"··-·· • •----•····-~--""' .................. - .......... _., ............ _., ..... , ...................................... - ........ . .... .. .... " ....... - . .. . .. ' . "... . ' . II 
the differential equation is left invariant under the \ 
- I 
. . . 
. . ~-
transformation:' (u1u5)£ for i,j = 1, • · • ,8 and hence 
<, ,,__. • 
they inust tie linear combinations of the set u1£, • • • ,us·f . 
~I •. ' ~ ' ..... .,. ... , 
. But this is the conditiol) of {30). Thus we have rhe · 
. . 
Theorem 18: The set of all infinitesimal transformat1ons 
leaving a second order differential equation invariant 
f ~rms .. an r-parameter Lie group wr1ere 0., ~ r ~ 8. 
_/· 
Definition: A subgroup of an r-parameter group, 
a set of linearly independent infinitesimal transformations 
of p~rameters"s<r which determine a group within 
the -original group, ·is 'known as an s-parameter group. 
. '1 -
. ~.. ~ 
--__.____-~-----4,\Wue~_sHh~aw,l-ll--show that two or .more lin:early independent 
. . . 1 
. .. -- I 







r . :11 ~.~ 




- differential equation invariant gene:i?a.te an r-parameter 
group or a subgroup of it. To see this, let 
u1f, • • • ,Ukf, (2 ~·,,·k < r) be a set of linearly 
independent infinitesimal .transformations leaving -a 
',.,r . 
......... _, __ ..... ____ ,I••---..;.--.__-, .. ..-,.;.....~- --- " _:._,,.._,.,. _______ ""--'·' .~,---~--- ,.,,_-..,.,.,~,_, <--'- -,.~·-'••-..,-.. -,_._ --._.,.. •• ...._ .,.h>,,,__.,, __ ~ ........ ,AJ-,- ... c,.-v,-·•11 ....... ~-.__,.,,,.-1 ........ ..-1.,,,.,,•••,t--!,,.,- -•- ------~l-,-o>J' .ol.O-• ... ~•-J,.-,...._.._----.... _ _...._, _________ - , __ ,__...,..,.,_..~,,.._......_..._...,,.. ___________ .... .._, ___ ...,...~ -----,..:_--~ . 
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equation invariant~ Suppose k~ _ of



























are linear-ly- ind·ependen-t---of--the __ ._o];_~gip.al 
set. Then 
t 
. --·- ----,..-. • ~ .· -- ~ 
. .,._ 
consider the set of.- k + k 
I linearly indepe_µdent ( 
infinitesimal transformations. Th
e set k + k' ~ 8 
------ ---
-·-· ·-- ------- .....
 -- -- · ··· ---s-ince . e.ight .. :ls_. t::1:?-e maximum number 




. - • -·· ··:·'-. ·-""- -, •'
'!··· •, .•• ··•--,. 
.-~ 
f· 




transformations a second order equ
ation C::B.rihave~·- .. ··-;···-,.~,, ... .. --~ ·I 
' 
Applyi-ng 'the alternating process ·
to the k + ·k' _ s-et, · 
;c, 
-- . .. . 
- - _
____
_ ....... ·- , .. · 
·- . ...,. ..... , ___ "'·-
.,we may get new trans£ ormations leavin
g-' the diff e6r'Jn tial 
equation invariant. 
.,._ . ., 
Repeating the above process a fin
ite 
number of times yields all linearl
y independent--~ 
infinitesimal transformations. Th
e resulting set is 
r 
either the r-parameter group of th
eorem 18' or a .subgroup 
of it. 


















Theorem 19: Every r-parameter grou
p, r ) 2, _ contains . i/( 
two-parameter subgroups. 
. J 
Proof: Suppose u1 f, . ···,Ur£ is




-- ~· - - - . . -- . 
where c 2·; -~ ~--. ;· ·c
 ·----are ·const-ants ... , .. it_ can 
J, Jt ~~--. r 
----- .... __ 
··----
u1f and Uf constitute a two-parame
ter subgroup. For, 
.-~ 
since u1£, • •·• ,Urf is a
n r-parameter group, condition 
r 
(30) (UiUj)f = :i;-l a±jk Uk£, 
holds. Thus 
• • l. J -




' .... -~- . ... . .. 
,. ·. ·- .. 
=-~ 






·---·- -- . -----------~------- ,,_------·-. ----·. 
- .. J - -~--
_____ .!...._ _ .. -------~--
--------~ -.·•-L•··•-~·--·--·----- . ~ • ' ·.•. . . . ,- • 
- ... 
- .~. . _.,......_.~-~-~--~-~ . ,•.,, ·---·· ··--·- --··-··--·· ·-- -,.....,.._~ .. ---·-·-~~------.. ··-=~-·,'";·- • ,-··-·"' •., ..... • ,.., • ---· ;••'" ··~-. ·; ...................... ~•••••--•-~••' • . -,:+ .+.,,.•- . .- -••••---·-•·----••·, 0 •+•+•·•-••++• • '••• ',,u O "00 ,., _____ --••-,+•-•• • ...... ---•-,• •o " ' o ""'-~ * . ._ ... .__....,,_ ...... ~.·~----·--"" , ... ._ • .,, __ ••+L ............. .-, ... , ••••• ~ .... ---· --· ,OV -·- • ~-... -, ... • •. ,..._.,.-.H ..... ,~ • • ••••••-••. • ', . • 0 ' •••• ,--------·· 
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(31) (U U)f = (U (c U + ••• + c U ))f -1 1 2 2 . . r r 
_, .. a.··.;~_:: ,•, •.• :.t:"~-• •. .-., .•• :-1,~ .__ :,. •·• -
. = aU1 f + b(c2u2f + 
--.j ~ r. ~ 
But (U l I:. . c . U . ) f j=2 J J r r r 
... + 
$ = Pi c j (U l U j ) f = f:;. c j ... ~l _ ~l!~ U~~~--- .~· . ---,--.:..,.:..__ ~, 
-- --------~-------~--------------~ ------
' 
--- ---------------- .. - . --------------------------------
.J 
Since u1f,···~Urf ·are- linearly independent, (31} 
holds only if 
r 
. (32) L. c . a1 • 1 = a, 
·=2 J J - __ j" 0 J ' 
-- -:- ·.;:·.-- .'"·::-- .. -.c---,·· --:: ....... :..:: .. .. : .. -.:" .. "· ... ' .. ---·· ,, -· ... : -·--~ •• ,,. .... ' - "••• • .-~• · .... ,. -• ... _ -•• ·,. ,-, _ • ·,, ., _____ , •••• '•·••• lu ,• •• / ~ ' ·•.: . .-, •~••"' •- .. o., • .,J,. ••·-" • • •·•" • •" , .. J •" •, -"•• . ., ' - •' •• - '·-• •· •• "''-'" "• •'· •••••-''" -,•,o • J ~ "• ,.- ........ , ... •• • "" _ •• ... _, , ••• ,, ••'' , , _ , -• • , • •J • '• • • • 01-'H-' • • , • ..-•• ~ -: "•, ••• 
. ,, .) . 
.. ,.,_. 
: -:~ ·':· ,, ~ . ··-··.·:····· . . . ...... -:-··- .. ·: ' ,.. _. -·· .. -
k :: .~ ·2 , • • • , r :. 
,. 
·) suppose c2 , ···,er ·are constant not all zero which 
satisfy t equations of the form (32) wher·e a, b are 
constants. The groups which are given by 
r 






·=:;:,;:.::._., ,, :,. • •• :·; • ..;.-::u :..~ ·.·:_w,:.•.'O ·,.,:.- ,:, •.,. • , - •, , •. '·,•' ~•- +>-·•-" .--
• · · · I. r 
! ! l ; 
. . ~ •' . ; .. .' ' .-. oc.-· - -·· ... ·-···· 
;I 






.. ~--···. ' 
·may be found satisfying (32) follows from the fact 
that the last (r-1) equations of (32) are 
(a -.. ~- -··,.. ·- ::.. .. · - -·· . .• :. .::_, -!i. ··- _..... .-v~ --.: .. r 1'.,.. 
= 0 
, . ··-·~···----- ·-· .-... . . . .. - . . ·- ;.y·~·:-~· .;_.. :, ..• · • . .. . . . . . ....... •• ' • -··· - •. .-. i, •..• ;._, .•.•....•..• _. •• -· .••• · ,.: ...... ;, ·-·····:··---·. :'"': '-·'- , .... - .............. , .... ··-· . 
... + 
= 0, 
• • • 
• • • 








·'-:·'/· . . ~\ _-=<,o,.•=~-•1~~~~~...,.-c,=;..,.,~~~·~·,~:.~,.,._~'.'i;.;...,;.,,~~:•'.~..;; .... ~~-~L-~--= ... -~ ....... ~.=1!'.-~"''"~·-·--•-=--'•--,mu-..r>•""'-.S, ... ,L'.-<n,,...;~-~-::--:-•·~...,,;~-m,r,"..;.,.,>>.<,C~~-~·•-""7•'--~~...;;....;,,.;...,'~•'°'. .. ~'"~~~~~;',~·~--_;_,..;.,..+ .... ~~:-:it ~ ... , . ..-.~-.r;;~:"#"c . ;~· 
. 
' .. , 
~' 





·.: :, :.·>!;){j;~~'.)t'~i,,J;;~{,~;M~i:J:{H,',:-J.· : ~ .. 
·,_:;. ···'-· 
. -· -- ..• ,.... • ···----~-- ···----,·~···-·· ----· .•.. ··A"---··-· - ········•· --·-··-··· ·- ... -·-··- ··-·- ··-- -·. - ... - ... ----··· -----.- .. ·-·····-- ··- ---· ·········-··""':"-··--·-,--• ... ·-·- - ----· ~ ··- ---· ........ ., ___ --
., •••··••"•H""•··-··-• ____ ··--,·-••·••"'••••-•• -- '..........-••• ---~-- _ ..... --~···-·--·····-·-·. .•• • • •••--•-•••-••-•••·••--•·~-..\-
... , ,, 
\ ' - -· -- ·····-- --- . -~- . ., ............. ,_, _____ ...• · .. ,·., ..•. a.· -- ., .. •,,-~--, •••~--- - ,--oe·---,-•-• ---~··••a"' - .... ---- ___ •• .._.--,._,~..---~ -·-o-<·,,.·.c,.•·.~-·.-,-_·.· 
-·-"·-- ........ -·----··-· ---· '-~--- -- - ~ ~ -- ' ·"··-·--~-- ·- ·--·- ,,,____ . -· ··-·-·--- .. -. - - -
. . .. -- , ·- ----··-- --- --· - - ..... - . :, ... 'C4F~. .... .. . .. . .. .. . . . . ~· . . . ; . .. -·  .. -.-. ' 
' . . . ,· . . · .... ~ JC....,:.._,__.,. ·--····-- --:.:;.:::..-::::.~..=;-:;--;-.. :!;:.-:=-~-,-~=~_,.,-:,,,,;----~-----·-..--------·~--,-,-~..----.··-·- ... ---· --~==:,:_._ . 
. _... --~.. --- .... .............. ....... -
























we can solve (33) for the e's. Thus we cati al~o· 
determine the value of a in (32). · T.his. completes the 
____ ::;-~ ___ ..... ········-·· .. -- .... --.··----<- : ____________ .. __ pr.o .. o .. f~ .. of. -.theorem- 1-9 .- · ............. · ............. ··-·--······ - · ······ ..................... ···· • - • ~ -·· • -· • --··-···· • ..... ·······- •• • ............... --······ -- ·-•---- • - • -· •• __ •••••••••• " ... _ ,. ... _ ••••• ,·.-.~--- ,-. --: •"· ._ ••• , .. _"'-'":"'-,: •••• , k· .. ·, ·-· • •• ·•· • ,- - ,. " .. , I 
' ,., . 
I-
§4 •.. ~j/tw~-t8:~ameter group. generated. by u1f, U2f may be 
...... . \ . . . .. .. 
catagorized into two main classes depending.upon the .~ 
existence or non-exis'tence of the relation u2£ = p(x,y)U1 f. 
Suppos~ u2f / pU1f. If u1£ and u2f determines a 
two parameter gro~p, (u1u2)£ = a1u1£ + a 2u2f. If 
. ...._,,,.~ . 
a1 and ~2 are constants not both zero, it is possible 
t.o find a two parameter group such that one constant 
.. 
and the other ·i:s z·ero is one~ In particular, if a1 / O, 
v.1f u1f + 
a2 
u2£ - -al and, v2f = (!~-) U2f are liq.early 
Upon . · .. 
' : ..... ~ •.•• •• : . ,• • ~ • • • ,. - --.r " ·1-- - • 
·<--.'.- ..... ,' '\> . '._ . 
·~ 









----------··· --·-· ··- --· .. -- ..... - . 
~ ,. 
-· ....... ····--·· ·-·-· ..... .. -·.·' ·---~·-··~---· -· . -~----···· ---· ·- -·-··-·-·--- .. -·,, - -- --·-
------· 
- . ----- -
-
- -----·--·-·'-• ···--·-·· - -~-----·- •.•. ---
·==-·-.. .;...•.- .~···-- •. -·· .. -- - ···- -- • --· -- ·-·--·····"•'""-·'""'""'"'--
........ -~--\-· . 
. - - . ····-·· ··-- . .. 
. . ····-- .. --·. 
- _, __ - - - ....... - -,_ .. ,, .···- - --- .. -
-
··--------- ......... -









. '. ~ ., 
,.: 
• 
·_ --70~-- -· 
) 
Now if ·for -some pair of linearly independent 
transformati~ns u1 f and u2f of a two parameter group, 
(U1u2)f = 0, then every .pair of..· linearly independent 





- ----~--- ·- -
-'---- --- -- -~----·-------·--· ~-
operating on a linear combination of u1 an~ u2 · 
((c1u1~+ .~zUz)(b1u1 -J:" b2u2))f = (c1b2-c2b1)(u1u2)f 
for all constants c 1, c 2 , b1 , b2• 
' 
... --····•--.-~·-· ... -·- ---~· ---·· -····-··-······------·~~--·----··~·.' ..... --:·:-·---···.,·'.,···-·----··---·-·-··--······-·······-·····-· Thu-s -w·e- ··see··· t·hat ·· every· two··-parame·t·e·r---group. can 
. ¢ 
be represented by a pair pf trans£ ormati9ns u1 £ and .···· •· .... · • ... .fJ:" 
·, U2f such that either (u1u2)f == 0 or (U1U~f = u1£. ~ 
. 
.. 
'I A second method of classifying a t~o pctrameter 
group gene~ated by u1 f and u2 f is given by. the following: •. 
, _Suppose u.1 f and u2£ are rel~ted by. the equation 
(34) Uzf = · ·p (x,y)Ul f 
.. 
where p is n,o·t constant. Then every pair of distinct 
"'i' transformations of the group are related by (34). To 
see this,· consider -. v1 f = a1 u1 f + a 2u2f and 





- • •• ·-
-. • •~-- •-H• - ... -· ....... -
,. 
-~· 
b1 + bzP -
.. 




---- --····- .:~- ~·-···· ..... : ..... ·-···--_··,-as·,, .... --···"·· .• - ... , ...... ~-summarizing-.J,,·-fottr··;-·~·lass·es ··-"o·f-·· two····'·pataineter. ·l'"~· . - -·· ,. ···:. •. -· . :··:· .,,, ..... ·, .. ,. -·· - . 
,. . groups generated b·y the transformations u 1 f and u2f 
.. are des~ribed. They·are 
,r 
. '"'" ··:. . . . ',,,,e_ 
::, .• ,,!,( 
:C1f 
.:-. . .. : ... : ·: 
. . 
. ,: .. 
' "":.' .· 










. ----,---···-----·"'··-··--····-···· .:·-······------·-··-··--··-··· - --- -
"'.".::-:--::-:.--:-·.-·· ~-- . . . -- ~::· .. . - -· .... :::·.:·:: .. ·.:.~·---- ··-- ............. -·-. -__ ._, ________ '·-,---··--···-·······«••-,-·--·- ------ - --- -- - ----- --- -- --- - ----- - -
• I 
.. ,·-.· .. -------·--·--~ -- ..•. ---
.----- 2 . . ____ (U 1u2)f = 0, 
3. (U1u2)f = u1£, 
4. 
u-2£ = p(x,y)U1 f 
u 2£ ·.i p(x, y)U1 f 
u2£ = p(x,y)U1f. 
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· group generated by u 1 f and -~2f_~~~--~-~---p_~t ____ !~ ___ the~ca1:19n'ical ___ ._ r 
----'<> 
;.., 
------------- .. - ,_· ·.· ' 





form, that·is, u1f and u2£ are both reduced to the 
-canonical form. This reduction is achieved by .. ' making 
.! 
·_ ..... :-
, use of the ·par~! .. ~~1.~J;::,.,,.,.P,,;:,.QP~!t.iJ;~.s-,.==under which the group . ' "'·"~·-,.~e-a.,.,,n;s,«·;,wJ.>1,Hm•"-''~""'~'"''"'"''""'·"''""~"°'"""'"";;..,,,,"',!)m,,;;,.,.u,.,e_=,,.,..-,.=._ ,,;•"'""·'·""''""' "'~·"'"·'"'°~"''"''"=' '''"'"'"''·"''' ,. .... . ..... ....... .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 
. V ............. - ... ... . ... ... .. . . .. ..... .... .. . .. .... .. 
.. . .. .. .. ...................... ·- , .,.. . _ _ _ ... -· "'" _.. . . . . . . .. . 
-~·- - -· ..... - ...... c-----··:··,·-··~.--·--···-·---,·-····" ·-·--.. 1·s ·ctassifi·ea~ - F-or· .. a· s·ys teinatic· method of reduction I 
·-~-~--t""'-- ---~.f"" ·--·-- - • -
:. _____ .. ;." ___ tQ the G~q_on!c_a_l ... form of any two· paran.ieter grou-p, see · ,. ··. ·· ···- · ----- ~~- · -·--,·c.· - -----;._·-. 
... 
,, _______ ·--- - -







C"tlH;en, Ibid., pages 155-164. 
§5. By using r-parameter groups the prob-lem of solving 
second order diff·erential equations invariant. under 
two groups is easier than by previous methods. 
Consider the, second order. dif fe,ntial equation 
:(.27) y" = F(x,y,y') 
·a·nd suppose that there exist two non-trivial infinitesimal 
~' ,(. 
.. 
., transformations leaving the differential equation invariant. 
We have shown that (2_7) is invariant under an $-parameter . 
' 
-~ ~ 
--· . -- ----- - ~ ······· ·- ··--·-----·-·· ~------::...··-- __ .:..7.,.,.•:.:,-·--·· ... ,grou.p .. of • i.nfi.n,ites-imal, •: t·ransformations . ·and' 'by· 'theorem· 19 < .. . V 
t'his group contains a two parame~e:r suqg~9up. $By. a . . . . . - . . . ·. . . . - . . . . ' .. . . . {._,_r-) 
previous discussion, this subgroup is generated by a 
paiF of transformations, say u1£_and_U2f which.satisfy 




I ••fg ... ''1:f{0rf:{,t'~;r;;tn·.x.r:, 0.: ·.·. · .. ··. · 
.. ·- .• i ·. 
· ... ----........ r·-• -·· .. . .,~ .... , .... . 
.. 
; • :"'7 . . . . ~ ~ . . -. . 
. 
. 
-·- -· -· ·.-·- -·- - .. 
,,,---- - -
d 
------ ·-·······- ---···---------····------~--- ·---- - ' ____ --.······-. --
________ ..,._ .......... ___ ··-·---------- -------------~-·-------·------ --
-_-
-- -.-:. •• --·---~:-.:.:::;;~:.:-.:..- ....; ... --~-- -
- ~...::_~:: ..... :-:-·· .. ::.:;. ~.-·.i,..... ~~~ 
·-----··· ··---- ····--·--· ____ ._;,,_, __ . ___ .. --· --··· ·---- -- . -------'*·-------------····-
... 
. . . . - ~ - - . . ·- ~------ - -
, ·-- _· - ·_ -- ._ ...... --.~~ - ...... .,.. __ ··-. ---· ·._ ........ _,, ·-- ·--,·-· -·-------··-·· - . - ----.------- . ··-··-· - - ·-· 
. - --------·- --------- ---
.,.,.r·•···-
- ------ -- - - -----...- ----- - - ------ ---- ·-·-- -~- --- ------·- . --------·--·---,,--
·- -- -·------- .. ------.---· -- -·---- - - ... 
__ ,_,_.--.--------------------- -- - ~ -·-· -- - -- -- -~ -
--=-:::'::-, ..... ...-.-....-.~-• ..,..~~----·---......-~' ·--·--·-·--"'·------..-,- . -·---·-,--....--~------. · ..... '~------- ....... ....,...., .. ____ ""'"""..~ 
' . . 
-~-~-~_,_ ........ ........__ .... ~---- .~ 






The partial differential equation corresponding to the 
second order equa~iqn. (27), is given· by 
(29) Af = fx + y'fy + F(x,y,y 1)fy': 0 ·-
. 
which is invariant under the extended groups u1 'f and 
'\.. / U2'£. Since (U1 1u2 1 )f = {u1u2)'f, these transformations 
-------. _____ · . __ ._sat!_sJy one _of._t\i~condit_ion~ (U~-~-'J_f~= __ (t and 
· (U1 '_u2 ')f = u1 1 f. 
j 
In solving the partial differential equation (29), 
it is necessary to reconsider two cases involving~the 
• . 1t' .. . 
• • -· • •.• . -···· •••••. -.... '" • ·-· •.• ,... ., ·, ,.- •• :., ~--· -'. ;:.:: --;.!• ••• 
·--·-·--·· .. ,.. .. ---·-··:·.:..-- ·.: .•. ~.:-., ... ~.;.· ...... :, ·········~·--······ ·-·-·--. - .......... , ....... ··-···- . 
existerice or non-existence of ,the relation 
. -··· ---· ·-. ·- --~---··· 
. -· .. ., ........ '. ...• -~ :: - , ...... --·-·· .. - -
r 
• ; ..•• ., - , •• • • ' •.... •, •, .... . ., • ..._ '. ' ....... • ~ ,,., • ·• ,. I 
Case A: Suppo~e·u2
1 f = au1
1 f + pAf. ft can be shown 
that the relation u2£ = a(x,y)U1f does not hold when ,. 
. C 
• 
(26') does (.s·ee Cohen, Ibid., p. 166). "- Consider the ,.caa·e. 
where· 
, . 
farms, we have 
Reducing u-1 f and u2f to their canonical 
01f = f-, 02£ = f-. Solving the X . y 
first of these equations yields a solution of the form 
-n -(- -,) y = F y,y . 
' 
The -~quation left invariant by both . 
il1! clI1,d. U2 f is Of the form Y" = F(Y '~. '1he -·· - ~- . --- -· . . 
\ 
. 






~corresponding partial differential equation is 
. 




.••. "'. dl":f" • . · _. ~ 








-- -. Af = £x,··+..ry• fy, +'.'F(Y'Jf~, --= · o ·- -~- --- E:Kteilding fi1f 8.lld U2f - • --- . -. -
... 
once we have ul 'f = fx, 02 'f = fy . Since (26 1 ) is 
linear irrAf, 01 '£ and 02 '£, 
·~ 
-.. 
- - j 
, .. '.· .... 
•. , • ;:. ' ·- :.·. ,. ':; ~ " : i 
,,•. 
• ' • ••' I •• •""•" ' ••" '"' ,I 
.. ....... ... :, . . ~--. ,·.. : .. . 
- ... . 
. .... 
• 
. , '. ' - .. 
···-,.····-- ·--,.- ···-·-··· ~- ·- '· 
. . .. . . ~ .... - . - . ..•.. . ....... - •- --· .. -··-· - . - - ... ·-. 
·' ,,._. 
. .......... ,. - • • • • " ...... Joi. ·.--- • : • • f . . . . 
-.. ~. ----......--- ------------ - -·- - .. 
/.'. -- . ---- -
--
. ~-...,. .•.• -.--.:.. .. --·· ... _ •-•-,_. .. .". __ .._ __ . .,._.,. ............. ....,~---._,.F,.....,.-·.~·,....,._,...,. ,_...,... ~,;...----•.._f>.,...,.,,_;,-,c;.. ·-· _ l""'""'""~ .... -, 1 .....---~," .. _,:c-.-....,_":., ~-. ·-•,--•.-i....,.~r-- ,-.,,...__...;,-,,-..,·-..-..-:-"·---:---;•.;._ .. .,._ ... __ r.....;.. .. r:..,""''"'.'·;'"-..--·,·--··.",-•".' .. ~;"-•· r";:""!~·-··--• ":•' ~,.-,.;._,.,'. -,....-... -.,~•,"' ,.....,.....,.___ ·· ~~-· ~. 
' ~t 
L . , .. . . 
' - .· ·. ~. . . 





















= F(y') = o. 
which becomes by two quadratures 
~~--(. y = ax+ b. ··, . .. 
•-•-•--• -·----•·--·•--•••·------ ••• ·,: ' . ,'o M-.-...- 0 ........... ----·--·. --------- -·-··-· ···----- '--·-. ---------------~-·-----·---- ·----·--..:. ______ .- . -- ----- - -- - - -- -----······--·--·-- s- --- - . .. --·- ·---
---------------~----------·-
. 
·. .. By proper choice of canonical 
variab.les the transformations u1 f, u2f may be reduced 
The transformation 
. . 
iiif leaves th_e differential equation Y" ;,,, F(i,Y') . . . - . •.• ' 
irtY~:i:::i;:i.nt_a.ndil2f le.ave.s. Y" =1 f(jji,.,Y') .ar--e 
i~ariant under 01f and 02f is evident if we solve the 
equations 01f = 0 and 02f = 0 by Lagrange's~ethod. 
The equation left invariant by both 01f and 02£ 
is y" = -F (y') /x . ~he corresponding linear partial 
.., ~ + r cv,) differential equation becomes Af = f- + y'f- -i -X y f-, y 
= 0 and extending i\ f and 02f 
= xf- + yf- . 
once we have 






U- ·'·f 2-'... 
1 
. 1111!1 .. 
X 
- . 
. ,Thus Y" = F(i I) 
X 
X y The linearity of -(26') 
- ' y ~ 
-x _ r 
~ ~~ ---1--- -~ - ._. - . --= ----F 'y- ' ) - ~- - -e-. 
- ) . ~ .· \ " ' . C 
-.....,..,3 ... 
l r , If. .. , . . o. .-y . * () i .. . '. .. ' . < f . 
~ 
= 0 and.integrating twice, 
- -y = ax + b <-··1·s :,;the solution of the partial differential 
equation Af. 
•, .·•· . 
' ....... _ .. ,. 









. ·-· ·----- . - ---·. _ .. ~-- ~-·----·-. ··-- ... ,.. 
, 
. . 
. -··~~-·'-·~--.... --~~~-~· ------- .. . ....~..,...,._.-,· ---.· ---~-•~--"-~----···----~ ... --:-~'"~·--~··--- ....... -...... -~ 
----. -~-----.; -,- ;.,.-., . .. - .... ,...,...,...~.---"'·-·· ·- .. ---,---, .. ·-· .1...... ..,.. -· . ·- -. ... - .- . ."·. ... • ~ .••• · .. ,. . ·-- -- ··-····-·"'---·---··· • . .. --~ -···· --.-··· • ····-··- ... 
---· -·- -- ----,- ... . . ··---- -···· ... ·- ·- ····-.. ·•···· --· .. -----· .. , -- ·- .. --- -·---·---~·,- .---------··-·-. 
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C3ise B: · Suppose u2
1 f .J a u1 'f + p Af. 
----- ----------~----~---·-·-·-·--- -- -
-·· 
-- - - --·---·--· -- ------ --
- -- - . 








-- . . ..... - . - -
I ' 
1. (u1u2)-f = 0 and since (u1u2):'·f = (U1 1u2 1 )f, 
(U ·,u '..)f - 0 U.si~g the method of chapter 4, §6, 
., 1 2. - • 
' 
case B-4, two solutions of the linear pirtial differential 
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.·. . ~ 2 ·. '2- ""\.z' O • , • C ; . . • • . . . '• ,!J; . , " .. :% ·:.·· ... ·; ~ ......... , .. .......... -,.-·--•.---:~-·..,.- .. ·._--,·-.·-c:"·--·,,:_,_, .. J·-·--~-,-- .... ,.,., ... ., .. . 
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the method of chapter 4, §6, case B-4b, two.·· .. solutions 
df the partial differential equation Af = 0 are 
obtained and elim~nating y' from them 
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